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INTRODUCTION 
In presenting The Case for High School Dramatics the 
writer wishes, in advance, to be relieved of any charge of 
specious pleading. It  is not maintained that the dramatic 
method offers a panacea for the teaching of English, ft>r 
she is also an advocate of continuous drill  in the funda­
mental processes. 
In this case of special pleading, however, the effec­
tive points of the dramatic method are emphasized to the 
best of the pleader ts ability, and wholly without nrejidice 
to other satisfactory methods of motivating oral and writ­
ten English. 
Several years of study arid observation in the milieu, 
and the pragmatic teaching by trial and error have pin ced 
the writer in a position to plead the case with good con­
science. From the theoretical as well as the practical 
point of view the nsthod stands the pragmatic test — it 
worlcs. The case is sound. 
In brief,  dramatics is a method particularly applica­
ble to the present-day student material,  and, in combina­
tion with thorough drill  in the fundamentals, seems to 
justify i ts constantly increasing influence in the senior 
high school curriculum. 
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I.  THE CASK FOR HIGH SCHOOL PLATATICS 
THE I-RL.SE-,T PHCBLLEl 
\7hen the high school was exclusively college prepara­
tory,  dramatics made en interesting extra-curricular activity 
for more or less gifted students* - lays v.ere given by e 
group or club end directed by the sponsor of the organiza­
t ion.  The work was often very well  done,  for the students 
were required to maintain a high academic standard in their  
classes in order to rert icipate in a play,  they had a l i ter­
ary background, end many of them had taken nrivate lessons 
in elocution,  dancing, and singing. Although the directors 
had often received no special  training in ploy production,  
they had teste,  a thorough appreciation of dramatic l i tera­
ture,  end on understanding of boys and girls .  
No doubt such a status would have continued to be quite 
satisfactory had i t  not been for the change in the personnel 
of the high school brought about by laws tnst  compel chil­
dren to attend school unti l  they are sixteen or eighteen 
years old.  Tany of the children in nigh school today have 
l i t t le abil i ty and l i t t le or no interest  in their  work. Even 
the vocational courses which he ve been added to the curricu­
lum fail  to st imulate them. Their  school work is  routine,  
something that  must be done, a burden ri i ich many are unwill­
ing and some ere even unable to carry.  
The study of English is  part icularly distasteful  to 
many of the students in senior high school today. Such 
students as are nreparing for college realize the need for a 
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foundation in ail  branches of the subject they will continue 
to use. But those who plan to marry or get a job as soon as 
the four year high school course is over see no need of ad­
vanced composition, the study of the history of l i terature, 
or the minute analysis of the classics. They feel that the 
English which, has been learned in the elenentry and junior 
high schools will serve all  their needs. They complain that 
English comnosition and literature are useless to them. Very 
often the background is such that the parents, too, feel that 
the study of English composition and literature is a waste of 
t ime. 
Teachers end educators, however, realize that the Eng­
lish of .the elementary and junior high schools is not enough 
for such a student. He has not learned to speak effectively 
or even correctly by the time that he has reached the senior 
high school; he cannot write a business or a social letter 
that will convey his meaning accurately. He does not read 
intelligently enough to be able to interpret the thoughts of 
the great writers or even to understand the simplest printed 
directions. His imagination must be stimulated, and he Bust 
receive drill  in the mechanics of English composition, oral 
and written. That has been the two-fold problem of the Eng­
lish teacher who has received her imaginative stimulus from 
Hilton, and drill  in composition by studying and imitating 
the masters of literary style. Many such students as we have 
described above will never be stirred by Hilton's sonorous 
beauty,,  nor will they follow the example of Robert Louis 
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Stevenson who taught himself to write by self-imposed drill 
ana precti ce. 
Since the exclusively academic methods of teaching Eng-
lish presuppose a more or less literary background, en 
earnest desire for knowledge, and a sound tin ining in the 
fundamental processes of composition, these ere often unsuc­
cessful in the teaching of EngLish to a very great number of 
senior high school students who have little or no background, 
no desire to learn, and no sound training in grammar end 
rhetoric. No substantiation of this statement of conditions 
is needed by those who are teaching these students at the 
present time. Others will find it illuminating to rend the 
replies to the postcard survey of the California Commission 
for the Study of Educational Problems. The following quota­
tions are taken from that report."'" 
We started out with the theory that ell children 
were entitled to a free "education." We now 
have arrived at the point where we are going to 
educate all children willy-nilly? which is a 
very different thing. It is time to realize 
that all children are not alike; that there ere 
children who are adapted to training but not to 
education. . 
(From a Pasadena attorney.J 
The State law keening children in school 
graduation or 18 years of age should be substan­
tially modified. 
The law has worked badly in one 
1 State of California. Report of the California Commission 
for the Study of Educational Problems. <2 Yo1s*.t: 
California State Printing Office, Sacramento. li-
161. 
important respect wi.ich was apparently net antici­
pated at the ti::£ it  was passed; i_.€^. ,  it  JJC* s  
forced a large number of low grace students to re-
. main in school after their interest in sehoul af­
fairs has ceased. Such students w i:sto their tine, 
fail their course^ develop habits of lazinuss, 
cheating and evasion to avoid doing their wrk, 
and are sent into l ife more poorly equipped by 
reason thereof than if they were allowed to go to 
work as soon as they had reached the point where 
further education would not be of value to than. 
(From en attorney.) 
In spite of the fact that l ittle has been written on 
the subject as yet, because the problem is comparatively new 
experiments have been and are being made by individual 
teachers and by many schools. The stimulus to the imagina­
tion has often been found in'the presentation of dramatic 
l iterature, and the drill  has been given by dramaturgy or 
play-writing. Dramatics and play-v/ri ting are not, of course 
the only means of providing imaginative stimulus and oppor­
tunity for drill .  Journalism, advanced commercial English, 
and the study of current affairs have also provided material 
for drill  and imaginative development, hew end simplified 
text-books are beginning to appear. Teachers ere striving 
to adapt their methods of instruction to the needs of the 
large group of non-academic students. This thesis, however, 
deals with only two of the methods that experUtenis have 
proved effective in meeting the changed curriculum for e new 
group of high school students — the ones who are merely 
marking time — the ones who do not appreciate because they 
do not understand the value of the traditional course, 
methods — those for whom high school must be both a trade 
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school and a finishing school. 
For a t ine dri 11 was a word loathed by educators, and 
the results of that loathing are evident in the habits of 
the present higfc school students. The self-expression that 
replaced the rigid drill  of earlier tines is bearing fruit.  
Many high school students have no skill  in the nechsnics of 
writing. Such formal matters as grammar ,  sentence struc­
ture, paragra-hing, and punctuation, phases of English de­
pendent upon drill ,  were, for a t ine, almost wholly ignored, 
ye t  they are essential to correct writing. 
Many students feel that clever riting is sufficient; 
they do not realize that form and content should he united. 
They cite modern books to prove the contention that edher-
ence to rules is unnecessary. How then, is the teacher to 
combat this lack of skill  in fundamental processes when the 
students do not feel the lack? She must adopt some method 
of teaching composition that will show the students the need. 
They must feel that need for themselves. 
DRAMATURGY AS A METHOD OF ..OTTVATIKG 7,'HITTER CQi.il OSIT1 CI! 
In a survey of the high schools, of California i t  was 
found that,  although four out of five of the larger schools 
considered play-writing valuable as a method, only abo /t  one 
in five schools teaches i t  at present. In the smaller 
schools only about one in seven uses dramaturgy as a method 
of teaching written composition.^ 
1 Cf. Case Histories, pages 50, question 3; 52, question 10. 
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Drill and Hevlslon. That dramaturgy may serve as drill 
Is evident because of the fact that students must test their 
material before the group, revise, rewrite, test it again, 
revise, and rewrite again. A play calls fbr discrimination 
and selection. The right ward must be used to exnress an 
idea. In any co moos it ion this is true, but the non-academic 
student does not seem able to realize it when writing an essay 
or a story. For instance, a teacher reads a theme, corrects 
it, and returns it with notes about the choice of words. The 
student feels that the teacher is fussy, that she expecta too 
much, when she wants the paper rewritten because the words do 
not express the exact meaning. What difference does it make 
to the student when the paper is written for the teacher alcne; 
when its final resting place is the waste basket? 
If the student's composition is a play which he must 
read to the class; if he is required to justify his choioe of 
words to a group that is to memorize those words, he sees a 
reason for choosing carefully. He does not resent rewriting 
the paper in order to make it accurate, logical, and free 
from errors. He is anxious to make it as nearly perfect as 
possible because the final result Is not the waste basket. 
It may achieve the distinction of oresentation. That oppor­
tunity is his, not as a result of cleverness, but as a result 
of care, precision, revision and improvement. 
Discrimination. In addition to the drill in the use of 
correct and well-chosen words and the practice in the selec­
tion of interesting and vivid details, play-writing cells 
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for discrimination in the choice of subject. .  The test 
student-written pl&ys are usually about persons end occur­
rences within the writer*s actual experience. ^Vhen this 
fact is brought to the attention of the student, he begins 
to look about him end to see the dramas in daily life. Be­
cause he ha s  not been accustomed to observing, the high 
school student is often bored. He has eyes which see not 
and ears which hear not, for he bs s  never learned to look 
and l isten. In searching for homely incidents from daily 
l ife he begins to appreciate the significance of the activi­
ties about him. His imagination is stimulated by the simple 
yet dramatic incidents previcusly unnoti ced. He l istens 
carefully, because almost any conversation may furnish the 
idea upon which he can build a play. 
After he has selected the incident which is to serve as 
the theme for his play he must practice selection and dis­
crimination. The strictest economy of words is necessary in 
a play. Each word must ring true to the cherecter that 
speaks i t ;  each word must contribute to the development of 
the plot,  for a short play moves quickly. The student's 
ideas must be stripped of the hazy vagueness so characteris­
tic of the writings of high school students. 
Stimulation of Literary Annre c jet ion. Although a 
student may try to write en essay without having read essays, 
i t  is practically impossible for a student to write e play 
without having reed a play. Dramaturgy opens a new field of 
enjoyment when i t  forces him to read dramatic l i terature. 
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The novelty of the form may be difficult at first,  but he 
soon acquires a leading mastery of the form because the 
dramatic appeal lures him on. Although he may read at first 
merely to learn the technique of the structure, he soon be­
gins to read more intelligently, and his critical ability 
develops as he resds. Just as the student who has struggled 
with verse forms has a greater appreciation of poetry than 
one who has never experimented with them, so t  he student vfao 
has labored on the technique of a short end simple play 
learns to evaluate dramatic l iterature better.  
Developmentt of Taste..  His wide and careful reading of 
plays develops his taste for the best.  He learns to distin­
guish between art and trash, and he does not have to wait 
years for the results of such development. Each trip to the 
"cinema" gives him en opportunity to test his judgment. Was 
the picture cheap and trite? Was i t  artistic or merely sen­
sational? Much of the student's leisure will bo spent in the 
theetre, especially at the "cinema". Is i t  not desirable 
that he should acquire standards of judgment for the enter­
tainment that will furnish his recreation? The type of play 
on the screen today is the result of the box office* Tne 
great mess of high school students represents the public 
which the box office of tomorrow will reflect.  If the stand­
ard of plays on the screen is to be raised it  will be the re­
sult of the improved taste and trained judgment of the high 
school students of today. 
In the Report of the Departmental Committee Appointed 
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"by the President of the Board of Education to Inouire Into 
the Position of English in the Educational System of England, 
there appears the following statement1: 
It is a most important, though often forpptten,. 
function of education to teach young men and vionen 
the us e of leisure, and the best posuibility of 
rational amusement. * * * * Education is prepara­
tion for life, not nerely for livelihood: end any 
school activity that contributes to the anon ities 
of existence and intercourse is a necessary and 
laudable pert of the educational system. 
DRAMATICS AS A METHOD OF MOTIVATING ORAL ENGLISH COMPOSITION 
Speech Habits and Standards. Americens have frequently 
been criticized for their careless end slovenly speech end 
their hard, uncultivated voices. In countries where the 
court, or some nationally recognized arbiter sets the stand­
ard of speech, that standard is accepted as authoritative, 
and any deviation is considered as a frank admission of a 
provincial dialect. Since America has, as yet, no such rec­
ognized standard, correct speech is en individual matter. 
Many students never hear correct speech at heme; many of 
then do not often hear it at school. An overburdened teach­
er often slips into the cereless soeech habits of the commu­
nity in which he lives. 
The radio and the "talking pictures", in spite of their 
nresent status, may, in the near future, be effective .means 
of familiarizing Americans in all parts of the country with 
the correct pronunciation and clear enunciation of words. 
1 A.Li.Drunnond, A Course of Study in Speech Training end lub-
lic Speeking for Secondary Schools, 211. 
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Definite attempts to use these agencies which re^ch the mas3 
of population Irve been started by the National Association 
of the Teachers of Speech. In a few years many American 
parents rosy understand and sympathize with their children's 
efforts to improve their diction. At present parents often 
laugh at their children who ettemrt to imrrove their speech 
habits.  They call them affected and insincere instead cf en­
couraging them to correct their mistakes. Such an attitude 
may be chenged when the radio and the "talking pictures" 
make the feeling for good diction widespread. 
The student's facility in oral composition been 
greatly hampered by the present unsympathetic attitude tow­
ard good diction. In an ordinary class of non-academic higji 
school students the speech habits are bad. iioreover, the 
children are bored, restless, end indifferent alike to 
diction and to logical speech construction. They need to 
know how to speak correctly even if ,  as is often the case, 
their nental limitations do not- admit understanding of the 
logical reasoning upon which argumentation is built .  Formal 
speech construction is as far beyond their ability, perhaps 
beyond their needs also, as essay-writing. 
Diction. Good diction, however, will  be needed in 
business and social l ife, and good diction cen be taugit 
thoroughly in a dramatics class, or in a class in oral Eng­
lish where the dramatic method is used. When a student 
stands alone before a class to cake a speech, he is the only 
one concerned if his talk is not understood because of his 
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poor enunciation. Theoreti cally, of course, the other 
members of the class are deprived of the content of hi a 
speech, but actually he knows that they do net cere; they 
are probably not even listening. Cf course the teacher re-
rnerks his slovenly enunciation, has him repeat several 
words, gives him a low grade, and urges him to speak more 
distinctly, yet often the student does not respond. 
If his enunciation is .not clear as he speaks a icrt in 
a play he is criticised immediately, not alone by the tocher 
but by his associates as well. Student-directors at the far 
end of the room correct him, and the other members of the 
cast appeal to him, for his mumbled words my cause them to 
miss their cues and hinder the progress of the rehearsal. 
If the student fails to profit by these warnings, the direct­
or gives the alternate a chance to try the lines. The 
student sees the reason for good diction when he is working 
on a play. He is not afraid of being taunted by his class­
mates because he is playing a port. 
Habit Formation. It may be asked whether this habit 
thus formed, in character, carries over into other activi­
ties. Tte student's first timidity is overcome wren he 
loses himself in the part. The daily drill in correct die 
tion continues for several weeks, long enough tc start the 
habit of clear enunciation. Even if the student has no 
speaking part in another play he becomes impressed with the 
desirability of clear enunciation. He listers to re..earsel„ 
of parts by other students., and gradually he reeli7.es the 
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value of good diction, i ts use in daily l ife as well as on 
the stage. He finds that he needs to know the correct pro­
nunciation of the words that he uses, end their clear 
enunciation becomes to him a matter of personal rride.^ 
Unless a great deal of time has been spent in oral Eng­
lish, a student often enters the senior high school ignorant 
of the correct pronunciation not only of unusual words, but 
also of those that he meets frequently in his reeding. Stu­
dents may continue to rronounce words incorrectly for years 
at home, among their associates, and even at school. The 
minute a word in a play is incorrectly pronounced, that word 
is checked by the director. The student must learn its cor­
rect pronunciation before the next rehearsal.  Sometimes 
that involves learning the diacritical marks in order to 
find out how i t  should be pronounced! It  always involves 
learning the spelling of the word as well as i ts meaning. 
Another word is thus added to the individuel student's vocab­
ulary and often to that of each member of the. cast.  The pro­
nunciation end meaning of wards learned during rehearsals are 
remembered, for there is daily drill  in those wurds. The 
daily drill  comes when i t  is needed, lust after learning the 
word, and i t  becomes, therefore, quite naturally a rert of 
the student's vocabulary. 
Understanding end Interpretstion in Heading. Itenj 
children reach the senior high school without tne ability to 
1  Cf. Case Histories IV, pege 44. 
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interpret the thought of a printed page. They may be cble 
to read silently with enough facility to answer a few ques­
tions on the text,  but they cannot interpret the author's 
thought in their oral reading. Silent reading has for some 
tine been stressed in the elementary schools because there 
are more opportunities for silent than for oral reeding in 
the daily life of adults.  It  is true that silent reeding 
will take more of their time after their school work is 
completed, but rrony students are learning to reed careless­
ly todcy, skipping when they do not understand, and failing 
to grasp the significance of what they read, because they 
have not learned to interpret as they read. Few students, 
accustomed to silent reading only, show any reel understand­
ing of the spirit  behind the printed page. They read merely 
words composed of letters, words stretching froi/i  side to 
side 8cross the page. Oral reading with i ts emphasis on 
correct diction does not go hand in hand with vague ideas 
and roor understanding. Sometimes silent reading, with 
emphasis on speed and the important ideas only, gives the 
student scarcely more than a very superficial glimpse of 
l i terature. The spirit  of the author's message is express­
ed by diction and the qualities of the voice when the stu­
dent reads aloud. Mechanical correctness is not enough in 
o r a l  r e a d i n g .  S i n c e r i t y ,  u n d e r s t a n d i n g ,  a n d  a c c u r a c y  a : e  
necessary for good oral reading. This country has sacri­
ficed much to speed — even in the school curriculum the 
emphasis has been placed on covering the ground, although i t  
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may mean trie loss of some of l ife 's greatest values along 
the way. 
The study of a play for presentation requires practice 
in oral reading. The mere reading of words is not enough.; 
even their clear and correct utterance is insufficient.  Un­
derstanding of the author's message and sympathy are neces­
sary to the student who is to interpret a part.  Before a 
child can learn to interpret a nart well,  he mus t  grasp the 
spiritual significance of the author's ideas. Even if  his 
silent reading has been wide i t  will not give him the ability 
to express the author's meaning to others. Play production 
gives him constant drill  in such expression. 
Tempo. In a talk before a class a student frequently 
fails to hold his audience because he sneaks too rapidly or 
too slowly. The teacher may explain the need for a regula­
ted pace, but unless the child himself can realize that need 
he f8ils to vary his tempo sufficiently. The student viio 
would not recognize that need in any ordinary oral composi­
tion soon learns to discern its value in e play. It  seens 
reasonable to him for a certain type of character to talk 
raoidly and to move aaickly while another type moves and 
talks in a heavy slow manner. In this definite way he sees 
the importance of tempo, and when once he has understood 
that i t  is true of a character i t  is not so hard for him to 
see that i t  is true of ideas as well.  He begins to realize 
that the effectiveness of a speech as well as a play may be 
ruined by the wrong tem^o or by lack of variety of pace. He 
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works from a concrete thing that he cen see r  to on abstract 
quality that he must comprehend. 
Pitch. Liany students find their greatest difficulty in 
oral work to be their seeming helplessness about Ditching 
their voices. Teachers in oral composition point out the 
handicap of a voice that is pitched too high* The students 
listen, and continue to pitch their voices higher than 
normal. During the rehearsal of a play the student who 
pitches his voice too high tires quickly and fails to irake 
himself heard without straining his voice. There is a defi­
nite and immediate stimulus to action. He finds that i t  is 
to his advantage to pitch his voice in a normal key. In the 
case of character parts or abrupt changes of thought he must 
pitch his voice higher or lower than normal for a definite 
purpose. He becomes conscious of his ability to control his 
vocal organs. He realizes that a normal Ditch indicates ease 
and poise, that a higher or lower pitch serves a special pur­
pose. This understanding, supplemented by drill  gives him 
mastery. 
Voice Modulation. The deadly monotony of many class­
room oral themes could be relieved by voice modulation. 
Teachers emohasize the fact that certain inflections convey 
definite ideas, and encourage studaats to modulate their 
voices to accord with the ideas they are trying to express. 
In a classroom, reading or speaking before a group, the 
student feels timid about voice modulation. As soon as he 
is on the stage, however, even in a xehearsal with his class-
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mates comprising the audience, he seems to lose .is self-
consciousness by making esfull use of inflection as the rert 
demands. His pride and his imagination have been stimula­
ted by the fact that he is one of a group chosen to express 
en idea,,  and he is no longer embarra. sed and diffident but 
eager to use every means within his power to exoress his 
part of that idea. 
Overcoming Self-consciousness. I t  is this attitude of 
willingness to try, that play production develops in the 
student. Herein l ies much of i ts value as e method of teach­
ing oral composition. The student's self-consciousness is 
overcome because he is not alone before an audience. He has 
the moral and physical support of the rest of the cast,  end 
to nay for that he must try to do his best* Hoys and girls 
that would not attempt to appear before an audience in an 
oration or even in a memorized declamation seem quite at 
ease when acting in a group with their classmates..  
Since self-consciousness is one of mankind's greatest-
handicaps, a method of teeching oral English that aids in 
overcoraing that handicap is of inestimable velue to the in­
dividual. A character in a nlay becomes so much a pert of 
the student actor that he forgets himself. He loses his own 
timid, nervous personality temoorarily, snd becones for a 
t ine, a kindly old fether, a dashing young hero, or e shrewd 
men of the world. A boy who has once lost that self-ccnscious-
ness is better fitted to take his place in business end 
social l ife where all  must play a pert.  
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Banishment of Mannerisms,. tlarnerIsms end affectations, 
although sometimes the result of leek of confidence and some­
times of overconfidence, are equally detrinentel to the in­
dividual. It is difficult for a teacher in a classroom to 
point out such personal traits as mannerisms, but when the 
teacher is the director of a plsy he any draw the students 
attention to them with impunity. When the student becomes 
conscious of his mannerism he usually tries to overcome it. 
He must overcome it temporarily if he wishes to keep in 
character for the play. Sometimes the rehearsal period is 
long enough to break the Is bit, end the temporary banishment 
leeds tc a permanent exile of the undesirable xmnnerism. 
Establishment of Correct Habits of Breathing end Postire. 
In all oral composition work the student is reminded of the 
need for correct posture and deep breathing. It is only 
when he is speaking, however, that he is noticed. If he is 
taking part in a play his posture is noticed constantly, even 
when he has nothing to say. His poor posture mey spell the 
stage design. If he forgets while walking across the stage, 
while sitting or standing, he m rs the effect of the group, 
and the part must be repeated to make a good stage picture. 
Without air enough in his lungs, no ratter how excellent his 
presentation, the student fails to make himself heard through­
out the room; end unless he breathes deeply, fills his lungs 
with air, and controls the expulsion of it, nis wrk does not 
meet with approval. liere again, the individual is conscious 
of the importance of ifaat he is doing, ne knows the reason 
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for good posture and breath control,  and if he does not na'ne 
the effort to attain then, someone else will take his place. 
He does not want to lose the cert,  for he desires to express 
himself,  and he knows feilure to do his best mens loss of 
that opportunity. 
Self-expression. Self-expression is natural and desir-
eble. The foremost modern educators have recognized i ts 
desirability and have sought to enlarge the curriculum in 
such a way as to give each child a chance to express himself# 
In rnny instances this has been overdone; in some ceses the 
methods used have not been based on a sound psychology. Ex­
hibitionism, although natural to the individual, has bten ex­
ploited by unwise methods, especially in the case of the 
precocious child.1  Such a condition existed when only the 
gifted or brilliant students were allowed to participate in 
dramatics, when i t  was entirely extra-curricular, and the 
excellence of the performance counted for more than individ­
ual development. 
That .self-expression is far more necessary to the indi­
vidual who has always been in the background than to his 
more brilliant companion is conceded by psychologists.  It  
has not always been possible to stimulate the desire in the 
timid child of mediocre ability. >7ith play—proouction as a 
method of teaching oral English this desire nay be arcused 
by gradual degrees. The student may be a member of en alter­
nate cast at first,  or he may have some position on the 
technical staff where he will become familiar with the 
1  Cf. Case I ,  Case Histories, page 35. 
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requirements for orel expression. This vicarious training 
will prepare him gradually Ibr more spectacular work..  He 
will  realize that a school production is not a means for 
gifted children "to show off" their talents. If he has any­
thing to express and a desire to express i t ,  the opportunity 
will be his.  He finds that i t  means not. only a good time 
and a l i t t le praise, but hours of honest effort to master 
many details,  and drill  in speech, in movement, in initia­
tive, end in self-control.-** 
Self-expression has been suggested as a resns of devel­
oping the student's ego. If i t  is over developed the indi­
vidual becomes egocentric, a most unpleasant sort of person, 
a hopeless bore. If his ego is under-developed he is,  per­
haps, even less capable of making himself socially accept­
able. He doubts his own powers, he feels himself inferior, 
and he actually becomes incapable of doing his best.  Prob­
ably the older school me thods'  stifled the student's initia­
tive by depriving him of the opportunity for self-expression, 
liany of the ultra-modern methods go to the other extreme of 
catering too much to the child's wishes, of praising his ef­
forts too lavishly, and of giving him too l i t t le discipline. 
Initiative. Play-pro due t i  on by i ts very nature offers 
en excellent chance for the development of initiative, yet 
the individual student has a check upon him. The play is 
the thing, and as soon as one member of the group forgets 
-1- Cf. Case I, Case Histories, page 35. 
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that fact In his desire to "star", all  the other students 
disap-rove. The disapproval of the group is far :!ioro ef­
fective with most children than the teacher's disapproval. 
Discipline. The student in the senior high- school has 
reached the age when the lack of discipline at hone and at 
school begins to hear fruit.  The parent often shifts his 
responsibility to the school; the school, in turn, blames 
the parent because the child is not amenable to discipline. 
Probably parent and school are bo th to blame, but i t  is the 
boy and girl who suffer. They do not take kindly to con­
trol by others, they flaunt their disregard of rules in the 
face of administrators, and they resent ell  forms of 
authority. They do not went to be controled by others, yet 
they have not developed the ability to exert self-control.  
Self-control.  The student who takes part in a play 
must learn, at least,  the first lessons in self-control.  
His feelings cannot be worn on hts sleeve; no one is cater­
ing to his whims or wishes. Even if lie has the leading role 
in a production, he must accept with good grace the criticism 
of the director, the prompter, and the student audience. He 
must bow to the dictates of the stage manager and the elec­
trician. If he fails to follow directions and shows resent­
ment toward the comments of his critics by a flare of temper 
or an impertinent retort,  he is promptly relieved of his 
part.  The leading character of the alternate cast takes his 
place temporarily, and the rehearsal continues. One such 
lesson is usually enough, ana the student goes to the next 
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rehearsal resolved to control himself.  If,  hov/ever, he con­
tinues to resent directions end lose his temper, he is per­
manently repleced by the alternate. 
iJany students with bad tempers and en ti  -social attitudes, 
realizing the inevitability of dismissal for leek of self-
control have learned to bite their lips to- keep back a re-
tort.-^ A rehearsal is no place ibr personal animosities or 
individual grievances, and the student who is want to give 
way to such feelings finds that,  without argument or discus­
sion his mrt is assigned to another. 
This lesson in self-control is not the only step toward 
emotional mastery developed during the rehearsals of a play. 
The students in a class are not all  friendly toward one 
another. Sometimes i t  requires the overcoming of a prejudice 
to act with a classmate who is not a friend —- one who may 
be an enemy. To forget personal l ikes and dislikes, grudges 
and feuds, in order to work in harmony for a common cause Is 
an advance step in the individual student's social conscious­
ness .  
His business, social,  end civic relations in the years 
to come will be smooth end pleasant just in so far as he can 
control end raster his motions for the common good. The 
high school English class, if organized into a play produc­
tion group, gives him training in this very difficult art of 
adjusting hims®lf to the grrrup. Athletic activities and the 
socialized recitation have been looked upon with favor 
1  Cf. Case I ,  Case Histories, page 35. 
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because they, also, do this very thing. It  is unfortunate 
that,  in many schools, the professional spirit  has been al­
lowed to interfere with this most important ohase of educa­
tional activity. Where the professional spirit  takes pre­
cedence over the educational a- vantages in athletics or 
dramatics, the value to the individual is Lost, end such a 
condition is to be deplored as an unnecessary evil.  
Cooperation. Another value that dramatics has In com­
mon with athletic activities is co-one ret ion. One student 
cannot make a play any more than one student cen make a teem. 
Even if each individual does his very best the play rosy not 
be a success. It  is only when each player, at his best,  oo -
operates with all  the others that the production has harmony 
and unity. Team work is an essential in dramatic art,  an 
essential that the students understand end accept. They 
find that each player must work in harmony, not only with 
the rest of the cast,  but also with the members of the tech­
nical staff.  Each group is dependent on the other group, 
and each member of the staff is dependent on tie other mem­
bers. If one member of the cast is late to a rehearsal,  
t ie entire group is afiected. Students often feal that they 
may be absent from classes with impunity, tut they know thet 
absence from rehearsals means social es well as administra­
tive disapproval, and the former is more severe to the ado­
lescent than the latter.  
Another phase of team-work thet play-production develops 
is the spirit  of helpfulness. Students will coach each other 
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encourage timid participants,.  and soundly berate trifiers who 
make facetious remarks, or in any way attempt to detract from 
the effectiveness of the group activity. In order to permit 
a fellow classmate to be present at rehearsals, students will 
sometimes do his chores for him, not at the request of the 
teacher, but in en unselfish spirit  for the good of the group. 
Such team-work is not found in many school activities. 
Co-operation with ether students, however, may not be so 
difficult for some boys and girls es co-operation with the 
teacher-director. To certain types of non-ecaderaic students, 
the mandate of the group is less irksome than that of the 
tescher. Early in the progress of rehearsels, without incur­
ring animosity, the director must make i t  evident the t  he is 
the ultimate authority, that his rules are not mere whims, 
but regulations that are to be obeyed if the group activity 
is to be successful.  The dramatic method allows much infor­
mality end such freedom that the director roust exoress,.  very 
early in the work, his refusal to tolerate a stud as t  who 
tries to take advantage of this freedom. A teacher-director 
is a comrade, a confidante, end an adviser, — more than a 
teacher, but never less. His word is law during the progress 
of rehearsals. It  must be followed. 
Kesrect for Authority. Students who have resented even 
the mildest of classroom authority respect the dictum of a 
director. They realize the need for an ultimate central 
authority, and a new attitude of respect for law is thereby 
engendered.1  It  is indeed a new attitude for mny students 
who have repeatedly violated school regi la tions, traffic 
rules, end even Federal laws. They have not been trained to 
respect or uphold laws of any .kind. Their chief revolt 
against the school system has been a revolt against regula­
tions, yet they accept the rules imposed by the director for 
two reasons: they understand the purpose for which the ref­
lation was made, and they look upon i t  as part of the garre 
just as they do in athletic activities. They respect the 
rules and the authority which enforces them. 
Responsibility. At the sane tine that the student is 
learning to obey authority he is also developing his sense 
of individual responsibility. There are tines when the 
director cannot be present at rehearsals because of other 
duties. At such times a student must take charge. I t  my 
be the prompter, or even a member of the technical staff.  
Unsuspected ability for leadership is sometimes discovered in 
such an emergency. The task of taking charge of a rehearsal 
is not always an easy one. A student who is selected to as­
sume the responsibility feels honored, however, end does his 
best to carry on the rehearsal as smoothly as possible. The 
success of his effort eakes hi m conscious of the extent to 
which his ability for leadership has been developed. 
Leadership. There is another way in which a student my 
be trained for leadership by using the dramatic method in 
1  Cf. Case IV, Case Histories, page 44. 
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class work. Not all  members of the group are needed at 
every rehearsal.  They may be studying a short play for 
class presentation under the direction of a student. The 
boy or girl  who successfully directs such a group in a s ort 
play must study ell  the parts,  block out the action, end 
drill  his classirates without the i  riiifidia te supervision of 
the teacher. He must command the resect of the group, be 
able to meet many unforeseen situations, and learn to en­
force discipline. He cannot run to the teacher at the lest 
minute to ask questions because the teacher is busy direct­
ing the larger group. He cannot neglect the preparation of 
the work, for his negligence affects each member of his cast 
instead of himself alone. The student-director must be sure 
that he understands the spirit  of the play in order to guide 
the actors in their interpretation of the various parts.  
The burden of the responsibility rests upon his shoulders, 
for the teacher, although he may confer with the student-
director about the techinque and interpretation, seldom sees 
the group at work until  the final rehearsal.  
Of course, many students are unable to assume so great a 
responsibility, for the school world does not consist entire­
ly of leaders any more than the business world. There will  
be many followers to one leader in school l ife Just as there 
are in business and social l ife. If,  however, a student he s  
the desire and the ability to lead others, the dramatic method 
1  Sally I.  Roody, "Student Directors ibr High School Plays", 
The English Journal. Jan. 19S? ,  23-28. 
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will furnish an excellent opportunity for the develop.xnt of 
that abili ty,  he will  learn some of the lessons that leader­
ship in any sphere of activity demands, namely: firmness, 
abili ty to guide courteously, enthusiasm tlxt is contegious 
enough to affect others,  and the will  to surmount all  
obstccles.  
Stimulus to Work. The child who would resent a heavier 
assignment in a classroom will  usually accept i t  in a 
dramatics group. I t  has long been realized that,  even in 
classified groups, flexible assignments are desirable,  yet 
the uroblem of student acceptance of uneven tsslcs has often 
confronted the classroom teacher.  In the dramatics group 
no two tasks are of equal length, and a herder one is ac­
cepted not as a greater burden but as an honor. Such an 
att i tude encourages each student to accomplish the greatest 
amount of work that his abili ty permits.  
Not all  students are capable of leading others,  but 
every student who parti  ci  rates in a program of educational 
dramatics has a chance to develop his personal responsi­
bili ty.  If  he is in the cast he must assume the burden of 
learning the lines end business indicated. Should he de­
pend on the prompter,  neglect hi6 work, or msxe excuses, 
the teacher does not coax, re.rxnstrste,  or plead with him. 
The role is immediately given to an alternate,  for the re­
hearsal must go on. The student realizes t tet  he is  respon­
sible for his costume and "hand crops". He need not procure 
them, but he must consult  with the property manager and ward­
robe mistress and find out when t ley will  be available for 
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his use. Any failure to obtain suitable costumes end snail 
properties in tiiae for the several dress rehearsals detracts 
from the student's presentation and reacts upon his inter­
pretation. 
In an average classroom such indeoendence is seldom 
found. The student expects to cast his burden, not on the 
Lord, but on the teacher. He receives his texts end eaulp-
raent without effort on his part,  and frequently expects pens, 
peper, and explanations to be furnished without the expendi­
t u r e  o f  h i s  t i m e  o r  e n e r g y .  A s  a  n a r t  o f  e  d r a m a t i c  g n o  u p ,  
however, he soon learns that he is to be held responsible 
for the accomplishment of certain phases of his work. If a 
member of the cast,  his responsibility will be confined to 
his role; if a part of the technical or business staff,  his 
duties will be outlined, and he v;ill  be accountable to the 
group as well as to the teacher for the work. He realizes 
that he cannot expect others to accomplish that which has 
been assigned to him alone. If he fails to reed the day's 
lesson in tbe classroom, the work of the group is not affect­
ed by his neglect,  for another student my recite. In the 
dramatic method different tasks are assigned to individuals, 
and one student's failure may hinder the work of all  the 
others..  I t  is social pressure that encourages the student 
to meet the responsibility placed upon him; as l ife-like 
situation replaces the artificial situation that obtains in 
most clessrooms. 
Development of Student's Adaptability. It  is sometimes 
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difficult for an individual to adapt himself to new methods 
or changed conditions.,  even when they are superior to the 
old ones. The usual classroom training does not cell fbr a 
great deal of adaptability on the student's part,  but the 
dramatic method gives constant opportunity Ibr chenges. For 
instance, the student who has a role in a play must adopt 
his own individuality to the character that he depicts, he 
must enter into the spirit  of the play, end he must adapt 
his habits of expression to the requirements of the role. 
It  my be very strange, and i t  may call for en entirely new 
outlook, but adaptation must be cade and made quickly. 
Occasionally a student who has received commendation 
for acting that is very good wants another role of the saire 
type. Perhaps he needs the training that is to be gained 
by work in some other capacity such as business manager, 
property man., or electrician. The director may feel that 
the benefit to the individual will be far greater if he 
learns to adjust himself to one of these phases of the 
activity, than if he continues to be a part of the cest.  
Instead of sulking because he has a less suectaculer posi­
tion, the student is called upon to overcome his personal 
wishes and. meet the new task whole-heartedly. Usually 
after discussing the matter frankly with tte student, the 
director is able to convince him of the desirability of 
adapting himself to work in the new field. The character 
development involved in such a situation will be of inesti­
mable value to the individual. 
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It  often happens that the conditions under which a play 
production group must work are far from iaeel.  The stare 
may be in the hands of carpenters, dressing rooms beck stage 
may be occupied by studaits who are practicing on horns, and 
a music lesson may be in progress in the auditorium. Such 
conflicts cannot always be avoided, and the studcn t-actor 
must learn to sdapt himself to various annoyances and go on 
with his work. Sometimes other departments of the school 
assist and co-operate with play production groups.; occasion­
ally they are indifferent or even hostile. In spite of en-
courageaent or discouragement the students working under 
this method must learn to keep their enthusiasm. In over­
coming the obstacles that often obstruct the path of the 
amateur dramatist,  the student learns to meet cany condi­
tions similar to those that await him in business, social 
and civic activities. His English course becomes a labora­
tory in which he experiments, not only with words end their 
uses, but also with l ife situations, with reletions between 
individuals and groups, and with broadening concepts of 
human en deavor 
Preparation for Social and Civic Life. The scnools 
stand for group consciousness, for the development of the 
many rather than the exaltation of the individual. Courses 
in citizenship have been established in nany schools to pro 
mote this ideal,  end every activity strives toward i t .  As 
long as dramatics means only an occasional pis/ gi v e n  
raise money for a special purpose, i t  fails to contribute 
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that ideal. It nay be actually detrimental end worse than 
useless. When it  becomes a pert of the English course, end 
is used as a method for vitalizing the teaching of English, 
dramatic art serves as e most valueble activity in secondary 
education. It gives to senior high school students who 
would fail to get it from the conventional literary study, 
that "imaginative touch with the great reservoirs of human 
experience"; and it  tends "to lead them to experience vica­
riously the emotional l ife of others and thus to assist them 
toward sympathetic appreciation of the problems in lives be­
yond their own."^ Such is the statement of one of the ob­
jectives for the teaching of the dramatic art in the course 
of study in the high schools of Oakland, California. 
The combination of individual development and altruis­
tic outlook that educational dramatics gives is the very 
antithesis of the ideal of the extra-curricular occasional 
play, which seeks only a good production regardless of the 
effect on the students. Boys and girls who receive system­
atic training in play production learn to subordinate their 
individual work to the group enterprise. Individual panto-
mine, diction, or expression of any kind, excellent as it  
may be, must fit into the stage design as e pert of the 
picture. The most important character must tone down any 
action that detracts from the sneaker even though he may 
From the Oakland Course of Study, "Dramatic Art" — 
Theatre and school, Kov. 1929, 21-24. 
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have an insignificant role. The elm of the dramatic method 
is to emphasize individual excellence, not only for itself 
alone, "but in its harmonious relation to the group eetivity. 
It has nothing in common with the elm of the vaudeville actor 
who always seeks the center of the stsge for himself. 
Emotional Guidance. To the academic student the 
stories of heroism, of sacrifice, and of unselfish and 
romantic love have served as an emotional safety valve. The 
ennobling influence of great literature has been a source of 
emotional uplift. The non-academic student, because of his 
lack of contact with such inspiring literature, end, in 
many cases, his inability to understand it even if he studied 
it, is deprived of such an emotional outlet. He must, there­
fore, find it in some other activity. His emotional interest 
may center about the pool room or cheap dance hall; they may 
result in worthless or even harmful activities if undirected. 
It is here that dramatics ray serve, not only as a method 
for teaching high school EngLish, but as a means of gliding 
the emotional development of the adolescent. 
Elizabeth Keppie , Instructor of Dramatics at Pasadena 
Junior College, discusses the value of dramatic art in en 
article printed in the California Quarterly of Seconder/ 
Education and reprinted in Theatre a nd School.1 
The youth who sees himself the great nagician, 
physician, artist, traveler or scientist, or who 




imagines himself a king, a statesman, or a presi­
dent, through play participation, has his dream 
come true. The gLrl who plans for herself the 
glory of a movie-star gets the opportunity to don 
the'robes end crov/n of a cueen, or the cap and 
uniform of a nurse, and to play a part* Their 
imaginings end longings have been gratified in a 
social experience; the mischief of enti-sociel 
conduct, as a disastrous, stage career for the 
unfit,  has often through this means of self-meas­
urement and self-expression, been prevented. The 
dramatic group working intelligently, harmonious­
ly, end obedieitly under a trained eckicator has 
learned imny lessons of practical value in char­
acter building, social service, organization, and 
apoieelation that can never be obliterated, but 
must function in other group enterprises. 
Worthy Use of Lei sire. Play-writing as a re ens of 
developing an appreciation for good plays has been discussed 
In connection with treining in the use of leisure tlms. The 
active participation in dramatics serves also as e means of 
teaching the worthy use of leisure time. Non-academic 
students are constantly reminded of their vocational needs, 
plans, and equipment, but the schools have not stressed the 
training of the students for evocations, although educators 
have pieced "the worthy use of leisure time" as one of the 
cardinal principles of education. The economic aim has 
taken precedence over the cultural,  the material over the 
spiritual needs of boys end girls.  Doctor Kicuoles Murrey 
Butler of Columbia University, in an annual report of that 
university states:^" 
Guidance in the right use of leisure is vastly 
more important then what is called vocational 
1  Dr. Nicholas Hurray Butler,  Annual Report of Columbia Uni-
versity, 1925. 
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guidance. Cne hundred youths will find vocations 
unaided where one will know whet to cb with such 
leisure es he may obtain. The right balance be­
tween work end leisure, the development of those 
wants, which increase the value of leisure, ere 
at the bottom of the nroblem of human education. 
Parti  cipe ticn in dramatic art involves an understand­
ing of the standards of that art,  A student whose taste 
could not be developed by the finest litereture, because of 
his own limitations, rrey acquire by the active mesons of par­
ticipation in dramatic l i terature, an appreciation of the 
raasterpieces. Even though his inclinations are not "liter­
ary", his seise of values is imnroved, he learns to judge 
and to discriminate in what he hears over the rsdio end sees 
in the theatre, and his chances for a worthy UP e of leisure 
becomes greater. This cultivation of the eesthetic sense 
has always been considered a valuable part of the ecedemic 
English course. Through dramatic art It  may be developed 
among senior high school students enrolled in non-ecademic 
classes. Since there are so na ny such students, their 
standards will determine the type of culture that Is to pre­
vail in this country. 
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II. CASE HISTORIES 
The value of dramatics in character training end indl-
• vidual developirent has been mentioned. The following cases 
ere given to show the writer's actual experiences to sub­
stantiate that premise. 
CASE I 
"A" was a senior in a small high school. He had strug­
gled for three years, a trial to his teachers end a problem 
to his father who was exceedingly anxious for him to grad­
uate, He entered a retarded section of dramatics, end when 
given his first assignment informed the teacher tie t he felt 
that the course held nothing for him because he hated school. 
The teacher spoke to him after class and found, after e 
short conversation, that he felt imposed u on ana branded as 
a good-for-nothing. Since nothing was expected of him be­
cause of his unsocial attitude and poor scholarship, he made 
no effort tc do anything. After outlining the course briefly, 
the teacher asked him to give a talk the following day on 
the. reasons that he bad for feeling that his study of speech 
would be as useless to him as his other subjects ha d been. 
She explained to him the need for logic end care in present­
ing his reasons. In this way he received a challenge to 
"show up" the folly of merely accepting a course because 
someone had told him to take it. 
The next day he arrived in class with a carefully pre­
pared denunciation of the course, the high school end 
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education in general.  He gave a good talk and received a 
grade of A for the logical arrangement and sincere presenta­
tion of his talk. The other students all  gave talks on the 
benefits that they expected to receive, superficial talks 
that they felt  presented things that the teacher would like 
to hear. "An ts talk was l ike a bomb, end the discussion 
that followed gave the basis for the year's v/ork --  sin­
cerity and a careful examination of a 11 the factors involved, 
rather than a mere repetition of trite remarks. 
After some preliminary work in the fundamentals of 
sneaking and interpreting, the student told the teacher that 
he would l ike to be in a play, but i t  was only the "favored" 
students, the "smart" ones, that were ever able to do that.  
He was answered by the reply that a play called for individu 
al responsibility, petlsit  study and co-operation, ell  fact­
ors that he had not shown. He, with tte other students in 
the group, discussed the difficulties end decided to under­
take the responsibility of working on e one-act play. 
Eech member of the class was given, some detail of Hie 
work for which he was entirely responsible. "A" was given 
the leading part,  although he had never road a book (other 
than texts) and fed never seen a play. limy of Hie simplest 
words in the text of the play had to be looked up, and they 
were not only looked up but remembered because they were 
needed to interpret the lines, not merely to pass a test in 
class. The particular pert that "A" took called for dignity 
the power to direct others, and the ability to move quickly 
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and efficiently. These things hed not been needed (or he had 
not thought he needed then) before in his school work. 
There were hours of drill  required in order to learn to reed 
the lines, hours of study in order to memorize them, bourse 
of -practice in stage movement and voice control and urojec-
ticn. These hours had to be taken from time formerly scent 
in the pool hall and in aimless driving about from place to 
pie ce. 
The hardest lesson of ail  was the one of co-operation. 
An unsocial boy, one who had always carried a chip cn his 
shoulder, found that he had to learn to make his individual 
desires and ideas fit  in with those of the group. He had 
resented the directions and commands of teachers. He found 
that even as "leading man" he had to obey implicitly the ex­
acting demands of the director. 
It  took two months to prepare the play for an assembly 
urogram, but the lessons learned in that one piece of work 
were many. The wo rds that had formerly been slurred and 
mumbled ted to be cerefully pronounced and enunciated. Toor-
ly pronounced or enunciated words could not be understood. 
Aimless movement and careless posture had to give place to 
timed and spaced movement and correct posture. The need for 
care in these matters were evident because the student 
realized that his voice ted to carry, and that a slovenly 
posture did not give him breath enough to project his words 
to the back of the auditorium. Aimless and needless move­
ments spoiled the stage design and marred the effect of the 
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ensemble. 
This boy whose aim. h; d always been to "get by" with the 
least possible effort realized that infinite pains, careful 
study, and faithful practice were essential to the prepara­
tion of a short play. He realized that the dictionary was 
indispensable to study. He saw for the first time that the 
drills in grsmsr were not merely class exercises, that the 
accepted pronunciations were not nerely teachers'  hobbies 
— they all  must be used. English, his former bug-bear, be­
came a funcional subject.  
Greater than these benefits,  however, were the effects 
on his attitude toward his work. He did not become a model 
student, and his character did not change completely in two 
months, but his attitude changed. Instead of a hopeless lazy 
creature he became a worker. He ceased to mke fun of the 
rules and drills and directions because he had lee me a that 
they were merely stepping stones to the accomplishment of a 
goal. He could look his fellow students in the eyes because 
he had achieved something. He ted done one bit of work well.  
The need for working with others, the need for care in 
diction, tte importance of posture he d a 11 been suggested tc 
the boy throughout his school l ife, but this was the first 
time ttet he had felt  that need. Realizing the need he had 
worked to meet i t  and had won. 
CASH II 
"B" was a girl  with a very low intelligence quotient 
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end a beautiful voice. She sang well,  and she was quite 
conscious of her ability. It  was not work for her to sing. 
Of course, a critical audience would ha ve wanted her voice 
trained, and that would have meant work, but her snail town 
audience was quite satisfied with her "God-given" music. 
She was very lazy, and i t  was e delight to her to have en 
audience that did not demand perfection of technique. 
She had failed consistently in her school work, but a 
system that compelled students to stay in high school,,  com­
pelled teachers to "pass" very poor students. "B" had 
"passed" from year to year because the school had to accom­
modate new pupils .  
She entered dramatics with a very great inferiority com­
plex in spite of her ability in singing. She had elways 
been a poor student, end she expected to do as little wo rk as 
possible. After some weeks in the class she explained to the 
teacher that she wanted to drop the course because she felt  
that she could net "bear to walk across the stage". (In sing­
ing she had always been able to stand near the piano.) The 
instructor talked with her and found that she was conscious 
of her awkward posture and walk, and felt  that the other 
students disliked her because of her "dumbness". She was not 
permitted to drop the course, but was given the part of Letty, 
the young girl  who is going away to study music, in uhry 
Katherine Beelj 's play, "The Lean Yeers". She had to be made 
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up to be a pretty young lady. That wes a heLp to her 
inferiority complex. At a make-up rehearsal she wss so 
pleased with her appearance that it  made i t  easier for her 
to learn to use her hands and feet.  The physical self-con­
sciousness had to be got rid of first of all .  
Then came the mental strain. She always hed music when 
she sang, and the lines of the play had to be memorized. It  
was a strain, but the part was not a long one, end i t  wes 
finally possible ibr the girl  to learn i t .  
Then, after a successful performance, cane the reaction 
She wanted to be the "pretty young lady" in the next play. 
This had been foreseen by the director, end she cast "B" as 
an elderly houselceepe r  wi th hair drawn back, age lines on 
her face, and a bit  of Irish dialect to learn. The girl  de­
murred at first giving as her reason her inability to do jus 
t ice to the part.  Finally, however, she accepted the chal-
lenge and set to work. She had to forget all  about herself 
in the oart,  and she realized that she would not appear at­
tractive in the role. She wculd be judged only on the excel 
lence of her acting and dialect.  It  was a struggle, but the 
teacher realized that It  was even more important for "B" to 
do this work well than it had been the first time. Tills 
part required a greater ability to understand cheracter, a 
more careful emphasis on lines and action, for there was no 
stage "loveliness" in gray hair,  wrinkles, end dialect.  The 
dialect would not be particularly noticed if she did it  well 
but if  she did i t  poorly i t  would mar the effect of the 
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performance and ruin the play. The audience would not be 
sympathetic toward her appearance; she must echieve such 
excellence in her role that she would help uake the play a 
success without any hope of individial praise. 
"B - ,s feeling of inferiority had to stand a test here, 
and she was often discouraged, but instead of giving up (as 
she had always done before when anything was hard) she kept 
on. She struggled with the dialect, knowing for the first 
time the Joy of mastering a difficult role. She began to 
feel her own improvement. Hands and feet ceased to bother 
her, because as a servant she was constantly busy about 
something. As trie time for the perform nee drew near she 
confided to the teacher that she really liked a character 
part better than that of a "sweet young thing". She admit­
ted that it was harder for her, "but" she edded, "it is 
eesier for me to ibrget about myself.1? 
That was the result the teacher had sought -- forget-
fulness of self. There had been upheavals at first in re­
hearsals just as there had been in classes — frequent tears 
desire to -drop out, headaches that were but e mouses to get 
out of a task. Such emotional crises ceased as the girl con 
tinned her work. She realized that she must know her lines 
and do her best at every rehearsal in order to gain the ap­
proval of her companions. Class wo ik ha d never demanded 
that. This social approval was very important to B in 
helping her to re-adjust her over-developed emotional 
attitude. Tears end headaches had no place in rehearsals 
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because they hindered the work of the group. In a class 
room only the teacher realized the importance of the results 
following lack of preparation. To the student i t  simply 
meant another F. In a play however, the other pupils were 
affected. Their marts depended on ore par at ion, just 
as her part depended on their preparation. Co-operation 
and team work were not mere words to "B" any longer. They 
had becone essential attributes to her welfare. 
CASE III 
"C", a girl  in the third year of high school, had al­
ways accepted the plodding farm life of her parents without 
question. Strong and practical,  cheerful and energetic, 
she was, but books and the entire routine of school l ife 
left her unenthusiasti c.  She always had been "slow' in 
school, and she realized the fact that she "could not hope 
to compete with the clever students." She was a leader in 
sports, but in the classroom she was timid end nervous. 
She begged the teacher for the work of prompting end 
making costumes. She said that she could move furniture 
and help back stage but could not take e part.  During the 
course of several plays she was prompter. In that position 
she became familier with the technique of leerning lines 
and cues. She held the took during e v e r y  reversal,  and 
the director depended entirely unon her. In the absence of 
the director she had charge cf renearsels. She was depend 
able, end she enjoyed the routine plodding work of the 
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prompter.  
Suddenly,-  two weeks bet  :re a nerfo.ri .Tanee,  the "j . iother** 
in a play that  was being prepared for ^resent at  ion became 
i l l .  The director felt  that  this was her opportunity to 
give "C a chance to overcome her t imidity.  She explained 
the need fbr a careful,  conscientious vorker to take the 
pert .  She asked "C" to accept the responsibil i ty and was 
net  with the reply "I  can' t .  I  should die of fr ight.  I 'm 
so big and awkward, and i t  is  hard for me to memorize. '* 
The director explained to "C* that  her size would make 
her look much more l ike a nature woman than if  she were 
slender.  She encouraged her to t ry to give the l ines with­
out the book, tel l ing her that  she had probably part ial ly 
memorized the l ines in her posit ion as prompter.  "C" agreed 
to try because she was good-natured and accommodating end 
disl iked disappointing her teacher.  I t  was a struggle for 
her because she was naturally t imid,  but the part  called for 
sweetness and sincerity,  quali t ies that  she possessed.  
The girl  t r ied,  but the director scon saw that  i t  would 
be impossible i tor her to do the work well  unti l  her imagina­
t ion had been st imulated.  In every way she tr ied to do that  
for "C". She took her to see several  plays;  she entertained 
bar at  luncheon; she talked to her and t r ied to help her pic­
ture the tart .  She reelized that  the girl 's  narrow l ife had 
never called for e development of imagination,  i leny students 
develop imagination by reading, but to "C r t  reading was a 
tedious process,  the teacher realized that  the acting of 
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a part must stimulate "C" 1  s dormant imagination. 
Gradually as the days passed i t  became evident that 
"C" was not only following directions and plodcing in her 
customary way to do the best that she could. A l ight began 
to dawn in her eyes; she began to feel the *art of the old 
mother. She could see that patient mother, and she could 
think beyond the actual experience of her own l ife to the 
make-believe experience of the role that she was interpret­
ing. It  was not at first a very vivid imaginative experi­
ence, but i t  became stronger as the day of the performance 
approached. 
Her t imidity did not entirely leave her in this one 
experience, but she lost much of i t .  The stimulation of 
her imagination did not go very far,  but i t  went far enough 
to give her the realization that the world of daily plodding 
was not the whole of l ife. 
CASE IV 
"D" was a lazy boy who made no attempt to adjust him­
self to the group mores, ffbon e conflict arose, his method 
was to have a row and withdrew into himself,  he was not 
e men able to discipline because he saw no need for i t .  He 
took the. fullest advantage of the lack of discipline that 
prevailed throughout the school. His chief delight was in 
telling the teachers end principal what he "thought ci 
them." 
He was habitually late for every class. The assign­
ments were always left undone because i t  was "too much 
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trouble" to prepare them. At ten dsn ce at  clesses recnt for 
"D" a chance to amuse the other s t  dents end to create a 
general  disturbance.  
"B" entered dramatics in his senior year becai.se the 
dramatics class served as a "dumping ground" {according to 
the principal of the school) for students who needed a 
credit  in order to graduate.  After the f irst  day's let  con 
he end his companions passed the teacher on the crorous,  end 
he made a "wise-crack" loud enough for her to hear,  "/hen 
the class met again the teacher explained in a general  way 
the need for a serious at t i tude towerd the wcrk.  i lhe told 
of the informality end freedom, of the class and the respon­
sibil i ty imposed by a method of informality end freedom. 10 
the other students in the class the "lecture" was simply a 
general  warning and explanation of aims and methods,  .o D 
i t  was more than that ,  he knew that  he was being directly 
reprimanded. He fel t  that  the remarks were for hi: . ,  t  he 
realized that  the other members of the cless were unaware 
of i t .  As soon as the bell  rang, he went to the teecr.er End 
epologized for his remark.  Immediately o.-e r^. t  him to tork 
in order to give him a chance to prove that  he . . .efmt whet 
he said.  She gave him to understand that  "wise-cracks" end 
lack of punctuali ty could not be tolerated in tr .e informal 
atmosphere of a dramatics class.  1o be sure,  he had 
told the same thing by other teachers,  but he brc disre-rerd-
ed i t .  Here he knew that  I t  meant dismissal  from the cless 
— it meant that he could not take part in 7 
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The TO lie began. "DM  tried out for a part which a 
student trained in dramatics wanted* It  meant work; i t  meant 
study; i t  meant strict adherence to rules, for everything 
counted. The tryouts, which were of various kinds, lasted 
several days. "D" made up his mind to put himself into the 
game and to do his best.  As a result he was cost in a lead­
ing role. 
His ego was temporarily inflated, but the daily drill  
which meant punctuality at rehearsals, long hours, extra 
work at the director*s house, and a constent alertness to 
imurove restored the balance. In the background, there was 
always the other boy who would be able to step into MD"'s 
place if his effort and attitude did not meet the teacher*s 
standards. 
The performance, a public one and "D"*s first,  came 
after seven weeks of constant drill  and strict discipline. 
nDn  learned that he could not tell  the director how things 
should be done. His job was to do his part well,  to fit  his 
plans and ideas into the group effect.  This was a difficult 
thing for him to do, but he learned to keep his thoughts to 
himself,  for he sew that the -slay, not he, was the important 
thing. 
Since he w an ted to do well,  he begE n to improve his 
speech. He took pride in following instructions, and he 
learned that he could not do less than his test,  A double 
cast reent that another student could take his place at any 
tin®. He studied, on his own initiative, certain plays that 
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the teacher considered desirable. He even made a trip to San 
Francisco to see a production of one of Bernard Shaw's plays. 
During the rehearsals for the school play he saw that 
the stage manager had insufficient support,  and he scent many 
hours helping on the stege. llore important than this was the 
feet that he accepted willingly the job of stage manager for 
the next play and attended daily rehearsals for two months 
without murmuring. He took charge of rehearsals in the 
director's absence, and he insisted on the liberal following 
of the rules. 
Hot only did he becor^s punctual at reuearssls, but he 
began to reach his classes on tine. His interest in sleek­
ing correctly was not l imited to his speech on the stege. 
He practiced correct diction until  i t  be cane habitual.  He 
began to read — a use of leisure hitherto scarcely known to 
him-, i lore important in his character development than any­
thing else, however, was the realization that he must TO-k 
with the group. Punctuality, diction, and reading were 
individual ratters, but efficient work in drematics recuired 
more. I t  required team-wo rk and co-operation without grum­
bling, without comment. 
The "star" in one school play night be a stage hand in 
the next. That arrangement made "D" realize the importance 
of all  phases of the work. He saw as stage- ranager how im­
portant teem-work and obedience were. 
Ee learned to discriminate between tbe best end the 
second rate on t ie stege, in the cinema, and over the radio. 
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Because lie had taken part in similar activities, he had ec- t  
quired an "inside" point of view. From this point of vantage 
he had gained new standards of evaluation.-
His work in other classes, which had been sc poor that 
he was constantly on the point of being failed, improved. 
His declared attitude was that he was not gping to be teken 
out of dramatics on account of poor work in other classes. 
He boasted of having learned more English in dramatics than 
in his regular English classes, a claim somewhat embarrass­
ing to his dramatics teacher. Even more surprising was his 
explanation for his present interest in English; i t  was, "I 
want --  no, need — to know enough English to write a play." 
r 
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III.  SURVEY OF TIIE STATUS OF DEAL AT ICS AND DRAMATURGY 
IN CALIFORNIA HIGH SCHOOLS 
In order to ascertain the present status of dramatics end 
playwriting in t  He high schools of California, a questionnaire 
was sent to all  of the high schools with the exception of tech­
nical and evening schools. 
ILsny replies were received with questions passed over or 
ambiguously answered. In many esses crosses, dashes, end 
check maiks were resorted to instead of "Yes" or "No", with 
the result that the answer wes invalidated for eccurete sta­
tistical work, es the meaning was a matter of surmise instead 
of certainty. The smaller schools found i t  less convenient 
to answer accurately as can. be seen from the higher percent­
age of answers tabulated as incomplete. 
I t  is inter-sting to note the difference in percentage 
of replies received from the two groups of schools. Tne 
group of larger schools replied to 70^ of the questionnaires; 
the group of smaller schools to 32/i>. 
Since the smaller schools incur many difficulties, end 
nmst often do as they have to end not as they would, the -ur 
vey was made in two sections. One group includes schools 
with an enrollment of 500 and over, the other, schools of 
less than 500 oiro I lmen t .  
For simplicity fractional results ere omitted. 
A copy of the actual questionnaire is eptended. 
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TABULATED RESULTS CE THE SURVEY 
Schools over 500 Schools under 500 
Questionnaires sent 76 273 
Reulies received 50 ^ n « 70/o 32/t> 
Total enrollment 7S,0J5 < n X\ ie'8n? 
Number of schools 59 ' ̂  inc* J o 
Average enrollment 1,237 «-
ENGLISH CLASSES t _ 4 . . r 
Total enrollment (4 inc.) 57 ,924 3 inc. 16,333 
Number of schools ( " ) 55 ( ) 
Aver ago enrollment all classes 1,053 
SPEECH CLASS-&S /jc J „ \ \ 
Total enrollment (12 inc. 5»8f° %* \ /J 
Number of schools ( - " ) « I ' 
Average enrollment all classes 135 
BRAHATIC CLASSES . . 7S3 
Total enrollment (11 inc.) 2»37£ \ „ 5 j 39 
Number of schools ( • " ) « ( " ) ® 
Average enrollment ell classes 00 
1. Is dramatics taught in speech classes? In English 
classes? 
30 
SPEECH CLASSES Yes 28 ^ 
17 
33 






Incomple te 7 9 
Is it an extra-curricular activity? 
v 32 68 Yes c > ' r  -17 25 r.0 5 
Incomplete 2 
Is playwriting a part of the snglish course? Of speech 
course? 
9 11L ENGLISH CO'UHSE Yes » 72 
No ^ 5 
Incomplete 5 
1  Inc. is used for incomplete throughout. 
50 
Schools over 5C0 Schools 'under 













Are plays given for 
class only? 
the public? For students only? 


















Are plays written by students given for the public? 
students only? For Classes only? 











































Schools over 500 Schools under 500 
7. If dramatics is a part of a course, for how nany 
semesters is it given? 
semester s s e me s t e rs 
4 bv 10 schools 4 by 3 schooXs 
3 " 4 " 3 " 0 " 
2| " 1 " 2* " 0 " 
2 n 25 r» 2X « 25 « 
1 it 6 " 1 " 13 " 
Inc. 13 h n 1 
6 wks. 1 " 
4 tt 2 " 
0 " 8 " 
Inc. 35 
8. Wliat credit is given for a semester's work? 
& credit by 2 schools \ credit by 7 schools 
J » " 39 t " " 30 
1 tt n JO " 1 " "9 ** 
0  » »  " 0  "  0  "  " 1 1  
Inc. 8 " Inc. 31 
9. Do you consider the results to the^ individual worthy the 









10. Do you consider pleywriting valuable as e motivation for 














11. Do you think that the production of plays wri tten by 
students may advantageous ly supplant professional plays 








Schools over 5QQ Schools under 500 
12. Do you consider such supplanting desirable? 
Yes 35 48 
No 7 I4 
Incomplete 17 26 
13. Do you believe that the maintenance of a school "Little 
Theatre", and the pressitatien of pi-ys to the. yublic, 
is mutually advantageous in furthering better relations 
between school and public? 
Yes 49 78 
No 3 2 
Incomplete 7 8 
14. Will you please rate the relative importance, in your 
Judgment, of the objectives in selecting plays to be 
given before the rublic by a "Little Theatre"? 
{Use "Greatest", "Less", "Least".) 
( a )  P l a y s  o f  s e r i o u s  i m p o r t  w i t h  h i g h  d r a m a t i c  s t a n d e r c s .  
( b )  P l a y s  t o  p l e a s e  t h e  p u b l i c  a n d  s t u d e n t s  i r r e s p e c t i v e  
of dramatic standards. 
( c )  P l a y s  c o n p r o m i s i n g  b e t w e e n  t h e  a b o v e  t w o  e x t r e m e s .  
( a )  p l a c e d  g r e a t e s t  2 2  
" less 31 
" least 2 
Incomplete 4 
( b )  p l a c e d  g r e a t e s t  0  
" less 5 
" least 49 
Incomplete 5 
( c )  p l a c e d  g r e a t e s t  3 4  
" less 17 
" least 3 
In co mole te 5 
33 tines 
30 " 
It 14 ft 
Tt 11 tf 
ft 4 ft 
tf 10 •1 
tt 60 tt 
tt 14 tt 
Tt 45 tt 
t! 32 tt 
ft 2 tt 
*1 9 ft 
Remarks. 
Many replies carried remarks, some of grea r̂ ̂  nee 
was impossible accurately to classify 1 
the subject variation was so great. In general it may 
be said that they fell into five groups: 
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1. Enthusiasm over dramatics in the high school. 
Z .  Lists of plays given and the results.  
3. Opinions about types of olays most favored. 
4. Elaborations of replies given to questions. 
5. Apologies for not replying to questions in full be­
cause of doubt, indecision or la clc of experience. 
Fifteen replies were received too late for inclusion 
in the tabulation. 
ANALYSIS OF THE SURVEY 
In schools teaching dramatics but inching regular drama­
tic classes, the subject is offered as a part of speech or 
English courses, and is about evenly divided between the 
two courses, (see question 1) 
In schools under 500, the heavy percentage giving draria-
tics as an extra-curricular activity, indicates a strong 
tendency to me et e deisnd that is more fully met by the cur­
riculum in the larger schools, (see question 2) 
Playwriting is fairly well established, and evenly divid­
ed between speech and English courses. (see cuestion 3) 
The production of pleys for the public seems to be the 
almost universal prectlce. If not produced in a regplar 
course they are produced as en extra-curricular activity. 
(see question 4 and 5} 
Student written plays, notwithstanding the difficulty 
in getting &ood plays, are frequently produced in the larger 
schools. The difficulty above referred to, evidently proves 
too much for most of the smaller schools. (see question 6) 
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The average length of time dramatics is given in the 
larger schools is a little more than 2 semesters; in the 
smaller schools, a little less than 2 semesters. (see 
question 7) 
The average credit given for dramatics is approximately 
J- credit for a semester's wo rl: in to th t he larger end the 
smeller schools. (see question 8) 
There is almost complete agree;nent of opinion that the 
results to the individual jus ti fy giv ing public plays. (see 
question 9) 
About four out of five favor pl&ywriting in teaching 
composition for the senior high school, but fewer favor it 
for the junior high school. (see question 10) 
Over four to one favor student written pis ys for pro­
duction in place of inferior professional plays. (see 
question 11 and 12). 
The consensus of opinion that high school "Little 
Theatres" are desirable is almost unanimous.- (see question 
13) 
Most replies ifevored the "compromise pla y" (c). "Higi 
quality plays" (b} were a close second choice. "Box office 
plays" (c) came far behind as third choice. 
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IV. SUMMARY 
Dramaturgy. Dramaturgy's greatest value to the student, 
in the opinion of the writer, lies in the care end thorough­
ness reauired for each little episode. After years of cor­
recting pupils' themes, not only in senior nigh school but 
in freshmen classes in college as well, she feels that care­
lessness is the most common enemy of boys end girls, ihe 
average non-academic student fe^ls that revision and cor­
rection art a waste of time, — that anything hastily scrib­
bled on paper constitutes e these.. Of course, there are 
many educators who feel that minute attention to details 
stifles the student's initiative and creative ability. It 
has been true that some writers have made their wort, life­
less and flat because of too much refining, but such in­
stances are exceedingly rare. Esrecially, today, is there 
the tendency to minimise the value of -recision. Sreed, 
brilliance, end novelty are modern idols, end painstaking 
care is often considered as fit only for dullards. 
There may be a few students whose inspiration should not 
be bound by the rules of composition, but for tne mass that 
will never be able to write brilliantly the standard of cor­
rectness and accuracy holds. The writing that they will need 
in their life activities demands clarity which is possible 
only by drill in the use of grammatically end structurally 
correct sentences to express their ideas. The students who 
compose the majority of the high school population today do 
not take kindly to drill because they do not realize its 
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purpose. When they practice drill  in the ischemics of 
writing, the objectives must be immediate rather than re-
note. The constant drill  in mechenics which dramaturgy re­
quires is motivated not only in the mind of the teacher but 
in that of the student as well.  The purpose of drill  is 
understood and apnrecieted by tne student, and he ceases to 
resent i t  as a useless exercise. 
The writer does not maintain that the finished ^lay 
will have a high degree of artistic merit,  but the con­
stant testing and drilling in the fundamental principles 
upon which art rests cannot fail  to have a beneficial ef­
fect.  In reeding his work aloud to the groi 'p, the student 
profits from various comments and learns to accept sincere 
criticism and use. i t  to improve his composition. He has ap­
plied himself to drill  in mechanical correctness because 
there has been a social incentive; he has practiced the 
beginnings of an art which has improved his standards of 
judgment of dramatic technique. The improvement which re­
sults from the development of his taste and standards for 
judgment of dramatic art furnishes the greatest hope for the 
culture of America. Since i t  is net through books but in 
the cinema version of drema that the average Amenccn finds 
his recreation, a method which enables young people to find 
criteria for judgment of dramatic technique is a worthy 
laethod. Dramaturgy as a method of teaching the mechanics 
of writing is effective because of i ts immediate practical 
results.  In addition to that are the more remote objectives 
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that lead to the elevation or aesthetic and cultural values 
in American l ife. 
i  lay Iroduction. V.'hen the writer began to teach retard­
ed English classes in high school an old teacher said to her, 
"You need to be an actress to interest those children, t-ords 
mean so l i t t le to them. Printed words convey almost nothing 
to their minds, but they can understand actio-..  - To en 
individual whose education had been classical,  to viicn the 
world of books was a very real world, such a condition seemed 
incie dible. Instead of finding students who wanted to learn, 
students with imaginations developed to the point where words 
came to life,,  she found boys end girls whose training and 
inclination had made them not only indifferent but actually 
hostile to books. The orthodox methods courses in Knr.L ich 
presupposed, a command of the tools of conrosition, a found­
ation in literature, and a desire to learn. Alas, for 
i l lusions based on such preparation! Ilany senior sign school 
students did not have enough knowledge of grammar to write a 
correct sentence; they had no idea that literature ,.ieent .v.re 
than daily classroom assignments. Without a rudimentary 
understanding of the principles of reeding and writing how 
could they be expected to gain enjoyment or benefit from 
literature; without interest or desire now could t^ey 
the tools that would open for them the treasure house of 
men*s thought? 
Necessity tor Action. The rords, "they can understand 
action", save t te writer the key that ate has since used to 
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unlock the world of iaees for backward children who would not 
be able to enter that world by way of the printed word. In 
the first place, the dramatic method, whether used in courses 
in dramatic art or as a means of teaching English, offers free­
dom of movement to adolescents. To children with low intelli­
gence quotients, physical action, is even more necessary than 
to those of average or superior intelligence. They find the 
7 long reriods of classroom quiet tolerable. Tney must r-.mve 
about, and dramatics organizes and develops aimless, ewkward 
movement into trained significant physical expression that 
is rhythmic and artistic. The psychological principles of 
activity and the co-ordination of mind and body furnish e 
basis for the statement of Professor A. K. DrumioOnd of Cornell 
University that "understanding comes from physical and vocal 
expression as well as from 'literary' study. 
Self-consciousness. Much of the s e l f-consciousne-^ that 
inhabits the free use of such abilities as he may have is the 
result of the gaucherie of the adolescent, his feet and his 
hands get in his way; his growing body stretches beyond nls 
clothes, and he falls over everything. He can scarcely make 
a recitation in a classroom, end a talk before the class is 
his idea of a descent into purgatory. He will eccept a grade 
of "F" time after time rather than walk to the front of the 
room to give an oral composition, yet that same self-con­
scious child will forget himself completely when he is on 
1 A.M.Drummond, A Course in Sneech Training end Public 
Sneaking for Secondary Schools, 234. 
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the stage acting a rart.  lie sees himself as the character 
that he is interpreting, and. he ceases to "be bound by the 
inhibitions that rcke hin speechless in a classroom. As soon 
as he can accomplish that transcendence over himself,  he is 
free to think about the idea behind the pLey; he must think 
about that before he can express i t  to others, and he real­
izes that the words which express the idea can be understood 
by the audience only as he interprets them by means of his 
voice, action, and expression. 
Drill  as: a Socialized Activity. A girl  who was very 
dull in her English classes once said to the writer,  "You 
have to know everything to be able to act." That girl  
began to read Shakespeare for pleasure out of class in order 
that she might begin to "know everything". The stimulus to 
know is a result of the changed attitude brought into being 
by the dramatic method. The desire comes aft^r the 
attitude of hostility has been broken down, and then, only 
then can the ability for self-expression be established. 
Ability is not easily sttainec in any field, and the slow 
student often tires of the drill  that will give him mastery, 
especially if that drill  means solitary confinement. 
Dramatic art requires drill ,  but drill  in the principles of 
enunciation, nronunciation, vocabulary, inflection, and tempo. 
However, i t  is drill  that forms a part of a group activity 
and as such is less monotonous to the student. The enthusi­
asm that dwindles away in individual drill ,  continues in 
group drill  on the stage because the student understands i ts 
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purpose and appreciates the need. It  is not a remote objec­
tive for daily drill ,  but i t  is an immediate objective that 
dramatics gives. Much of the poor worh in English is the re­
sult of the non-academic student's failure to "see any sense 
in that stuff1 .  When he realizes the definite use of which he 
must put each phase of the training, the battle is half won. 
Develonnsnt of Initiative. The backward adolescent 
usually lacks initiative in school work. Dramatic art 
develops i t  by giving the student an opportunity for self-
direction. He is called upon to do many things that have- not 
been planned out for him to the lest mimeographed rule. The 
timid "what shall I  do next?" has no place in play production. 
If the student falls back on that hackneyed phrase the alter­
nate with en idea has a chance to step in. Along with the 
development of initiative that meets emergencies which arise 
so frequently during rehearsals the student must acquire self-
control.  The school stage has no room for the ertistic rimo 
donna of fabulous repute. The activity calls for the control 
of temper, sulking, end whining, because the group production 
is accented as of greater importance than any one individual 's 
whims. 
Emotional mastery that results from the control of anti­
social attitudes will save the student from many of l ife 's 
most unpleasant reletlons. Kio home l ife, his social,  his 
civic, and his business contacts will be more harmonious if 
this mastery is gained during his school l ife, ihe student 
does not realize the importance of such adjustments for the 
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future, but he does understand the immediate benefits — the 
group working as a unit to achieve a definite result. This 
simultaneous group-consciousness end personal development, 
based on sound psychological principles, dramatic ert stimu­
lates in the adolescent. Vague words arid theories these? 
KG, they are achievements observed by the writer d ;ring four 
years of teaching senior high school students in slow sections 
Self-confidence Achieved. V/hen the backward studend 
finds that he has the ability to do well in an activity it 
may completely revolutionize his attitude toward his work. 
The natural pride in accomplishment, so often denied him be­
cause of his limited ability, gives him a new feeling of self-
respect. Ke comes to believe in himself and his worth. The 
1 
psychological effect of such a belief is desirable. 
It may be suggested that pride in accomplishment is a 
fine thing, but therein lies a danger that the student mey 
overrate his achievement end his ability. Such a possi­
bility is prevented by the very nature of play crocuction. 
The stage design requires harmony, the preparation requi 
team-work, and the presentation of a pley demends the com­
bination of individual excellence and group unity. 
English has always assumed, as a part of its aim the 
encouragement of the aesthetic and cult-usl values, 
non-academic student has been put too largely into Prac­
tical" courses that nrported to give him vocational train­
ing that he would need, and has been untouched by any 
1 Cf. Case I, Cese histories, p. 35. 
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training for leisure. Learning the essentials of acting ruts 
him in e position to exercise a slight amount of criticism and 
judgment — enough to raise his standard. If the student were 
to learn nothing else in dramatic art but the ability to dis­
tinguish between the best end the second rate in the "telkies" 
he would have gone beyond his parents in culture. Culture e*.d 
judgment are not inborn; they must be developed by training. 
For some, l i terature through books may be the means, but for 
others, l i terature in action must be the means. "Books mean 
so l i t t le; they understand action." 
The dramatic method gives the teacher tne omortunity to 
reach the hidden spiritual,  nature of the backward child be­
cause i t  changes his attitude and destroys self-consciousness. 
At the same time i t  is motivating drill  in diction, vocabu­
lary-building, and voice-control i t  is developing the student's 
individuality, and his s o c i a l-consciousness end is owning up 
a new world to him — the world cf ideas, that imaginative 
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In order to rake the bibliography as complete as possible, 
especially as to recent rublicetions, it was thought aesireble 
-to write to sone forty-five publishers in addition to con­
sulting the ususl indexes. This wes done and re-lies re­
ceived from almost ell of  t i i e  li s : f c  without locating any new-
material of value. Bat as the inquiry asked for information 
G 7  
on publications in prospect as well as already -ublished, 
the search served ^.he purpose of bringing the bibliography 
es nearly up to date as was possible.  
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APPENDIX 
CORBOEO NATIVE OPINIONS CP EDUCATES A ED PSYC.XiaOICYS 
Breitwieser,  J.V.,  Psychological Education. Alfred A. Anopf, 
New York, 1926, 227. 
Children are dramatic by nature. They l i i te to 
"make believe." The util ization of this interest 
enables them, to develop a richer l i terary i;nigery 
than la possible by any other known process 
the study of ennhasis and of the forms of sen-
tenees, interprets the raanings, the atti tudes of 
the different characters bring out the funda­
mental themes more adaquately tnan the usual 
readings. Impromptu dramatizations as a rert  of 
the recitation introduce variety, informality,  
imagination, end many other valuable psychological 
qualit ies in the study of l i terature. 
Cohen, Helen Louise, One-act Plays by modern Authors.  
Harcourt,  Brace and Company, hew iork, 1-21, xxxv. 
In the famous ierse School in Cambridge, Eng­
land, the boys begin at  the age of twelve to 
practice playmaking as an aid to t  ne fuller un­
derstanding of Shakespeare's dramatic TOrknons. 
and this rerk is  developed throughout the re-t  
the course Lessons of this for* 5  
lowed by composition rehearsals,  vhera the drama 
ic and l i terary value of the imposed .  
acterization, pantomime, end dialogue ar ,  
and subjected to the crit icism of ^eacrer and 
boys.. .T.. . the various points are debateu and the 
boys then proceed to careful fashioning.suePe^ 
and writing. A rehearsal of the nearly fin 
product is he Id,  followed by a  f i n a l  revision of 
•M>f» text • "re work then goes for ware to a 
nublic rerformence given with all  due«^or^at""" 
Of course, i t  is not claimed that tnis work at  
the Perse School makes playwrights,  T £ t^ t l c  
gives the boys a deeper appreciation of cr -
workrenship and furnishes a new kind of i-
u a l  g a m e  t o  a d d  t o  t h e  j o y  o f  s c h o o l  H i e .  
Collins,  Lill ian Foster.  5dB".1-- D°aS' 
Head A, Company, New York, 1920, ps.  vii ,  -» 
Today, not only in English but in ell  
school subjects,  all  the aids possi 
ing are being employed to rake inten<_,r J  
abstrect,  printed content tangible,  -  English, 
usable,  end consequently enjoyable. 
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the most vital  end tangible form of ell  the forms 
of l i terature is the dramatic fom. Not only can 
i t  be thought about and talked alout,  but i t  can 
be seen, heard, felt ,  experienced. I t  is not 8 
static thing. I t  is an activity,  physical as 
well ss mental.  That is why in the English class 
you will  f ind the short story, the narrative -oen, 
etc. ,  being transposed to the dramatic form in 
order to Insure more conplete mastery of the 
significance of the original rm. 
Educators realize, too, that the dramatic 
Instinct is  very strong in all  of us,  especially 
in the child And since i t  has been decided 
by educators of distinction that all  education is 
getting the child to do well  the tr . ing he "i l l  
anyway, i t  must be admit tec that the drama should 
have i ts place in the school in a more definite 
form than the merely theoretical,  impersonal con­
sideration. Rhetor icsls,  debates,  recitations do 
l i t t le to satisfy the dramatic instinct.  
And that Harold Rngg and Ann Shurniker,  in their 
book on the new education, The Ch 11 d-Centered 
School,  published by the World book Company* new 
York" despite the f• ct  that they recognize the 
"dynemic potentialit ies" of dramatic sel -exp " 
s i  on, also can give only the space of one short 
chapter to what has been accomplished in the 
children's theatre,  and are for ceo to admit that 
the American school is not making use, has never 
uBde use of this most potent educational medium 
and that this "chapter of creative education re­
mains to be written"? I  tnink i t  is " '  
for the t ime has not yet arrived when the cnil  
dren's theatre shall  be pert  and car eel 
grade school and high school,  end snail  beunaer 
the direction of en adequately trainee director 
whose work shall  be given i ts proper place in 
t ie school curriculum end sne and ner subject sn 
shall  not be a kind of unhappy stepcriiid only 
grudgingly accepted Dy the school.  
)rumaond, A.M., A Course^Of Study_ Tn S J^" r t  
Public Sleeking Per Secondary, Schools.—.P- e i r i ;  y , 
tf I MEH Uf Tf.  Kationel iiSSQCiMion 0f__ 
Teachers Of Speech. Tee Century Co.,  New 
1925, p.  2L7. 
If  i t  is considered necessary to offer a de­
fense of dramatic performances as a 0 1  .  t  
education, we my say that the drama is  enencient 
and honored form of l i terature that has enlisted 
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the powers of the greatest poets, and afforded 
rational delight to a hundred generations of 
civilized beings. The sooner a child beoones 
familiar with the best forms of theatrical amuse -
rent the less likely is he to be permanently at­
tracted by the worst.  I t  is a most important, 
though often Ibrg^tten, function of education to 
teach young men and women the use of leisure, 
best possibilities of r&tionsl anuserent.. . . . . . . .  
Education is preparation for l ife, net merely f  
livelihood: and any school activity that contri­
butes to the amenities of existence ana int -
course is a necessary and laudable part of the 
educational system. 
The nunils who take re rt  in performances of 
plays must learn to speak well and to move 
to appreciate character end to e xpress _ emoti 
becomingly, to be expansive yet restrained, t  to 
subordinate the individual to the ^nosses-
ulay the game, to be resourceful and self poss 
sed and to overcome or mitigate personal..  di 
abilities. It  will hardly be jested that 
these are negligible l y  ftllv i t  has been found that boys or girls osuaix./ 
regarded as stupid, and ^capable <of le^ning, 
have exhibited unsuspected 
have gained a new interest in tnemsel ves ana 
^eir possibilitles. Ah 
the first ingredient of self-r^sxacr• 
point we may quote the evidene n f i-pvelous e f f e c t  
"Dramatization by children had a n aJY®f 
on their speech, producing c l e a r  articalat:L ,  
and i t  also had a valuable a"e^ r°^"®£Cess of 
acters, as children would i 0 r Tin® f®O I .a e<l a 
the play and not for themselves. It  J n  
training in judgment, in self- x  ^ 'u n n eces-
g e n e r a l  a l e r t n e s s . "  •  • . • » • • • • « f  a  
sary to dwell upon the educat poetry and 
spectacle that shows, in e spirit  ^ l l o v i n Q  to 
magnanimity, character ^ 1° 1  » t r iumphing in 
greatness or lapsing to d i_a~ » + success 
apparent failure or failing in. apparent su 
la 11, G. Stanley, Youth. Its 
D. Appleton and Company, «ew lork, l&l > 
Flay is motor poetry.. . . . .  • of Jfhild-
the purest and most spiritual acti ^ O l i f e #  
hood, the germinal leaves of all  1* a uiiness, 
Schooling that lacks recreation favors ou 
for play makes the mind alert ana l  J 
all  anabolic activities. Says Brin 
measure of value of work is Hie amount ol px 
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i < 5  i n  i t ,  and the  measure  or  value  of  p lay  i s  
the  amount  of  work there  i s  in  i t . "  Johnson adds  
tha t  " i t  i s  doubtful  i f  a  great  man ever  eccoar l i sh­
ed h is  Life vork wi thout  having re  ache a  & n lay  
in teres t  in  i t . "  .«•••••*••  
The antithesis between play end work is centrally 
f o r  t h e  d i f f e r e n c e  i s  e s s e n t i a l l y  
irste*degree of  s t rength  of  the  psycho-physic  mot i -
i The voun-: often do their hardest work in 
play! With interest, the Most repellant tasks be-
cor te  pure  snor t ,  
Hartley, Koland ^is^nnd J 
g>ys F3?o Grfe.sx btoriQ s» 
1928,  p .  V,  v i .  
This book r t et"S„eefi?eSture covery through the tesc..i |  l n  a l£ l lo f .no  in 
ever  ta r t s  of  a  s tory  cou immedia te ly  visual ised 
the  c lassroom h  S>*e las t ing  par t  
beyond the  res t ,  anc  b  •• t han  the  s tor ies  iner t - ; !}  
of  the  s tudent*s  acquis i t ion  tnan 
s i lent ly  read and s tudied.  S U T ) ole : -ent  
These  p lays  i®ke them more  
the  s tudies  of  t b e him to ulay h is  
rea l  to  the  s tudent  ^  fl a s s m s tes  he enters  
eager  par t  in  them.  _ Wi th  h is  cia ^ s to ry by • 
in to  a  world  of  ac t ion.  * f a tness  by creat ing 
l iv ing in  i t ;  he  learns  i t  eg .  i n t e r preta t ion.  
the  characters  through h is  own _  t ra ined fb  r  
Until wo have an t eve  great 
• judgment  and apprecia t ion,  t ra in ing of  e n  -  ^  
cUS! The place to begin  ̂ first knowledge 
audience  i s  in  the  scno „ i v e a  to  the  s tn-en •  
of the drama as en art is given to  ̂
McKown, Harry 0., Extra-curri.Q' lar Act -
Company,  hew York,  1929 ,  11  •  or>-or-
Dramatic s afford the !S!n!ctcler. t  
tunity for the J rtdre°!s h!r,-
he may mve,  lhey n e J - -  i~oT' r e  to  s - :  r  - i s  this talent. The student leains^w. .,or fs t o .-i» 
self clearly and vivid:ly, c lea r ly, ge i r '®.ork, 
vocabulary ,  enuncia te^  — in inv in  team- • 
f idence  and poise .  For  a  t raJngB J  ethle t ics^^  
dramat ics  a re  a t  leas t  the  - l l e c  l i fe  t i n C  
And they g ive  the  s tu '  pives  throug^ the  
ing him to  unders tand o t  ner  1  d e v e lopment  o  ^ 
them out .  I . Iachsye sa^s ,  to  
dramat ic  ins t inc t  doe s  no ^  ^  
but  imaginat ive  human beings .  
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Educative dramatics are of value in.  set t ing 
standards of dramatic excellence# iho cneap movie 
or vaudeville house advertises i ts  thri l ler  or 
melodrama with gaudy posters and draws cany patrons,  
and most of these patrons at tend because they have 
not been habituated to l ike anything bettor.  tt je 
natrons of the cheap theatre or the readers of the 
cheaonovel are faifly satisfied rtt t  t taUcu.se 
they have never experienced anything better of 
their  kind,  and consequently have no standards 
whereby to judge them. An important business of 
the school is  to teach the student to use his 
leisure time wisely. Tills een be done ttTOUEh 
c a r e f u l  p r e s e n t a t i o n  o f  g o o d  p l a y s  a n d  u s i c *  i . e  
student must be shown t fnz t  i s  z°ot  and i  o" 
why i t  is  good. Dramatic taste can be cult ivated. .  
Discrimination can be taught.  
. .An ever important problem in modern 
education* is ' that  of motivation.  How can * e  Bf* 
t h e  s t u d e n t s  t o  b e c o m e  r e a l l y  i n t e r e s t e d  i n t l  
work? The use of educational dramatics is  at  le~ 
a a ten in the direction of an answer to this P e*. 
a l e x i n s  q u e s t i o n .  E x p e r i e n c e  h a s  s h o w n  t h a t a ^ d u l  
and disinterested class may be "tran^for^ie 
interested and busy one when a fevv Yiiful  
been dramatized under the direction of 
instructor.  
ackay, Constance D'Arcy, How To Produce Children s  l la>s.  
Henry Holt  and Company, Hew iork,  leio,  o.  
To anyone not familiar with the ^^^t^this 
rapid growth of the child-drama moveme c^_ 
country,  the sLogan of "Every PuUio 
munitv Theater" will  cone as a c^s wine- -  "" c™ rles 
^ot i t  l i^Flor.g since President 
Eliot  of Harvard,  in speaking of^the draufit i  
instinct ,  prophetically said:  4 ,^e^. ono.ht to be" 
mendous cower over children tnsx -
t t t7vizeTf5r"tViVi^^nfl .  I t  is  t rue^p£g. 
dramatic instinct  is  vary ganero j  . . .» 
thli riov/er.... is one that oifw u, oe iS^-^ge. 
every s c h o o l  in t h i s  c o u n t r y ,  and,—me. —— 
l ieve t int  i t  is  going to be." ^ 
Simons,  Sarah E. and Orr,  Clem Irwin,  1 G^ e >  
Foresmam and Company, Chicago, Atlanta,  -« 
12, 
Neither wes the drama entirely 
early American schools,  i f  y e  ;®^ 3—® s  p rece.pt-
c u r i o u s  o l d  v o l u m e  b y  o n e  C h a r l e s  S - t e f  '  h u s e t t s ,  
or nf the Liberal  School at  Lincoln,  -
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entitled Dramatic Dialogues for Use in the Schools, 
published in 1798. The author of this volume 
insists uoon the pedagogical and ethical value of 
dramatic presentation. In the Introduction he 
says :  "The rudest nymphs end swains by practicing 
on rhetoric will soon acquire polite manners, for 
they will often personate the most polite charac­
ter.  And though the surly majesty of soiifi  : . .ale 
despots among us may envy the graces of rhetoric to 
women, because they feel themselves already outdone 
by women in every other excellence; yet i t  is 
certain that a clear, genteel nrnner of expressing 
themselves is a vast advantage to women in forming 
that important alliance which is to last throu£ft 
l ife." 
Just now, however, we need on organized corre­
lation of the dramatic and the literary in our Eng­
lish courses, and i t  is the aim of this book to 
show that such correlation is not only possible b t  
is most effective in the teaching of English. I res­
ident G. Stanley Kail of Clark" University says: "A 
recent writer demands a theater in every high school, 
where young people should be encouraged to read cr.d 
sometimes act parts,  and to assume in fancy tne 
roles of the characters of great men." While we 
can hardly hope for "a theater in every high scnool 
as yet,  still ,  even out of very crude conditions, 
ways and means may be devised lor making to t»„ pos­
sible and effective, dramatic presentations 01 
scenes from the literature studied. 
hayer, V.T*, The Passing Of The Recitation. D.C. heatn and 
Company, Kew York, 1928, 137, 120 . 
Rousseau was one of the first to breek 
this view when he insisted that. ,  To learn * 
we must therefore exercise cur ^ * 
and our bodily organs which toolso 
intellect." This priority of the ph.^sic^l 
influenced testelozai and became particuleri.  
prominent in Froebel 's doctrine of e C- r  then, 
through self-activity. J  of'  
that however badly the different schools of 
psychology may cuarrel over some letters, v.. y 
ageS in°-the view ttet tte inte:Llect 
educated in isolation; and thatpnyslcal " t h  
and emotional elements are vital lac tors iu t,  
ucker, S. ilarion, Twelve One-act j jggJE ..t.ri  '  ano, 
t ion, Ginn and Compeny, iiew lorx, 
A student rtio takes pert in the tirodr^^^+rcin-
pley under reell}'  competent guidance g " • e-nsT 
ins that cannot be duplicated by any -
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I t  i s ,  o r  s h o u l d  b e ,  t o  h i : : ;  a n  e ; . u c  e  t i  o i n - . l  e x - u r l -
e n c e  o f  a  h i g h  o r d e r ,  a n d  n o  l e s s  t r u l y  e d u c a t i o n a l  
b e c a u s e  i t  i s  p l e a s u r a b l e .  h i s  p r e l i m i n a r y  s t u d y  
o f  t h e  c h a r a c t e r  t h a t  h e  i s  t o  i : : ; n e r s o n » -  t c ,  h i s  a t ­
t e m p t  t o  r e n d e r  t h a t  c h e r a c t e r  c o m  l c  t e l v  i n  v > . l c « ,  
a c t i o n ,  a n d  a l l  t h e  o t h e r  r i e a n s  w i t h i n  h i s  " o v i o r ,  
g i v e  h i m  a  b r o a d e r  a n d  m o r e  s e a r c . U n g  k n o w l e c g o  c f  
h u m a n  n a t u r e  —  a  k e u n e r s e n . s e  o r  v i . u t  i s  a d m i r a b l e  
a n d  w h a t  i s  d e s p i c e b l e .  u i s  i m a r . i h i . t i - > '  n  f a  a : - o r b  
a t t r i b u t e  n o w  b e i n g  s t e a d i l y  a t r o p h i e d  b y  n o t i o n  
p i c t u r e s  a n d  t h e  l i k e ,  a s  w e l l  a s  b e i n g  d i s c  e r a u e d  
b - " "  o u r  c u r r e n t  e d u c a t i o n a l  m e t h o d s )  i s  c  .  l c . - . t r . « -
e n d  d e v e l o p e d  h e r l t h i l y  e n d  n o r : : n  L l y .  h i s  n e r c e  o r  
t h e  v a r y i n g  v a l u e s  o f  w o r d s  a n d  o f  t r . e i r  e x p r o . r . v c  
a r r a n g e m e n t  i n t o  s e n t e n c e s  o f  s r > e e c  i  i s  •  1  > °  ' " u  i r »  -
e n e d ,  I i i s  p r o n u n c i a t i o n  o f  w o r d s ,  ; . i «  " d o i k d  n ,  
a n d  h i s  e n u n c i a t i o n  a r e  i m m e n s e l y  i m p r o ™ d  
t h e s e  t h e  A m e r i c a n  s t u d e n t  I s  n o t a b l y  e n d  d c  l o r  M l ,  
d e f i c i e n t ) .  H i s  v o i c e  i s  a l s o  i n ^ r o v c u  ( t . . .  
a v e r a g e  A n e r i c e n  v o i c e  i s  n  t h i n g  l e s s  t . c n  e t r o -
c i o u s j ,  a n d  t h e  i  i p r o v e m e n t  o f  t h i s  o r g a n  o f  
i n d i v i d u a l  e x p r e s s i o n  i s  o f  t h e  u t m o s t  v o l u  •  
f ^ £ l r . u o  
at: 
^e,ui hv„uo-
b l e  .  
f e b b e r ,  J a m e s  F X  a  i  s t  e d  a  b  s  t  p  I T :  1  f  f l  1  n '  C o m  a  . . y ,  
P l a v s  F o r  S e c o n d a r y  b c - Q Q i s .  
b o s t o n ,  1 9 2 3 ,  p .  * •  
»  n - T  t h e  v e l u e  c f  a c t i n g ,  o r  e t  l e a s t  
T h e  d e f e n s e  o f  t l ®  " J - "  -  l i t e r a t u r e ,  a s  c  
t h e  d r a m a t i c  i n t e r p r e t ' t i o n  ° f  1 1  , > d t r f c r d  
f a c t o r  i n  e d u c a t i o n  S e h i ^ l ,  r ; o t e  i n  
T h r i n g ,  ^ a f i J ® S w M ^ * J ' o r  " b e t t e r  s t i l l ,  ' a c t e d  
1 8 3 1 :  " H o w  i f  e c o i n g  o  »  •  y > e v e  c  - e w e r  
r e a d i n g s '  w e r e  u " 1 * ® " e l 5 0 ^ l  e c t i n s  i s  t i c  r m s t  
f o r  g o o d  i n c a l c u l a b l e  G o o d  ^  l i v i R -  c i S ;  
l i t e r a r y  t h i n g  i n  t . . - -  W w  »  b r a i n  p o w e r  p o s n - -
T h o u g h t ,  w d  r d  
p r e s s i o n  s u c h  
7 5  
direction lies the salvation of our schools." 
While Arthur C. Benson, in The School nrti .r ,  
though he is thinking apparently more of the 
teacher's i;e thod of conducting any clus, writes: 
"A school lesson should "be of the nature of a 
dramatic performance, from which some interest end 
amusement. 'may be expected; while at the same tier 
there must be solid and business-like work done." 
llorley, Henry, Vhe Essayes Of Idichael nord of . . .ontaignc. 
Ballantyne, Hanson and Co., . . .dinburgh, . .ondo:;,  L n.; ,  rlorlo 
trens.,  16, 80. 
I  know this condition of nature by experience, 
which cannot abide a vehement anc laborious pre­
meditation: except i t  held a free, a voluntrrie, 
en* selfe pleasing course, i t  can never come to a 
good end. 1 occasion, company, yea the change 
of mv voice drawes more from ny mince than I  cen 
finde therein, when by myselfe I  second end end evor 
to employ the same. 
t < ;  t h e r e  s h o u l d  b e  T h e a t r e s  a n d  p i e c e s  
appointed for such spectacles; as 0  ^ i v e r t i^c +°£ 
worse inconveniences, and secret actions, hut x 
cone to my intended purpose, there is no better 
way to allure the affection, and to entice the 
appetite: otherwise a nan shell breed but e 0p-
laden withBookes. With jerks of reds tfcey have 
their satchels full of learning given tnento 
keepe. Which to doe well,  one must notonly 
harbor in himself, but wed ana merry toe se,£ w it.. 
his mi nd. 
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TEN FACTS ABOUT HIGH SCHOOL DRAHATICS  ̂
Mr*. Bavely., National Field Representative for The 
National Thespians, a dramatic honor society for high schools, 
sent a questionnaire to 200 high schools located, in neerly 
every state in the Union. Fifty percent were returned, eteJit 
percent of these without answers. From that survey are taken 
•pertinent to this thesis. 
1 Are vCur courses in Dramatics credited as Eng-




Credited as EngLish 
Public Sneaking 20/ 
Dramatics 
Extra-Curricular 10$ 
(no ere di t) 33$ 
No re ply 
Z *  Do you have a special course in Play britin,-,? 
NO3 
No reply 8$ 
6. Kow rany weeks do you rehearse on a play? Number 
of rehearsals a week? 
Average number of ueehs ^Votec to rehearsals «.| 
n »» «t rehearsals per weex 
•t « total rehe: rssls per play *7.u 
8. Do you use understudies or double cast systems? 
Understudies 2^ 
Double casts - CKI-' 
Selected one cast and rehearsed 
No renly 
Facts About High School Dramatice" Ernest Bavely, "Ten Facts ado ug -
Players llagazine, Nov.-Dec., iy«x> • 
7 7  
State briefly any original methods you ha ve 
co v er e d in co nduc t ing re he srsals. 
Insist upon promptness and attend­
ance from the beginning. Motivate 
work so as to assire elenent of com­
petition# See that student is 
terested in his rart,  and if  student 
is not, nEke i t  clear that there ere 
a half dozen ready to take the part,  
if  he fails 
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A SURVEY CF HIGI-I SCHOOL DRAMATICS IN THE SCHOOL 
SYSTEMS CF CITIES OF POPULATIONS CF OtHR 
THIRTY THCUSAiID-
The questionnaire was sent to two groups of high schools,  
one group to schools in cities of the United States with a 
population of 100,000 and. over; the other group to schools in 
cit ies with populations of 30.C..0 to 100,000. 
In the first group there were sixty-eight cities, in the 
second group, one hundred and eighty-six cit ies.  The percent­
age of returns received was 45.2'/ i .  Pertinent selection 
follow: 
1 46$. of the school system in tUnited states with 
B  copulation above 30,000 hove aranatlcs as an 
extra-curricular activity in their schools,  
2.  47.8# of the school systems of a P°P»?£^o n  6 t o v e  
30,000 offer dramatics as a credit  i 
3 36 34 of the school systems represented in the 
survey  count dramatics as English credit ,  
4.  63.855 of the school systems repre sented in the 
survey count dramatics as speech cr ,  
6. 30.8# of the school systems give one .ear of v*=rk 
in dramatics,  
7 .  5 0 . 8£ of the school systems give a half year 's 
worE in dramatics,  
8.  in 60# of the systems reore sented hy the surv^ 
SV^oTZT.™ h^o£ departments.  
9.  m reference 
end6  die t ion, pantomimes, and drerBtizetlon ,  
^ rrn School Dramatics i n  
1  Whilhelmina G. Hedde ffur f 0f Over Thirty 
the School Systems of Cities of c^E. ' t  1929 ,  153-166. 
Thousand", Tha Journal of Exnresaon, 
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39$ of the schools that have dramatics s;udy 
modern plays ,  
54,5$ of  the schools that study dramatics study 
period dramas,  
65,4$ of the school systems study Shakes per lan 
dramas,  
60$ of  the schools study classic dramas,  
Then,  from, the study of the status of 
high school dramatics i t  ha sbeenleern.  
ed that today there is  ® e5,*i tLL 
dramatics in the high sctoools,  thst  ni^h 
schools are giving dramatics more>reco f ,  
nit ion by making i t  a credit  coarse 
locally in their schools 
$«™«H7atioi iand uioduction receive 
Says and original  writings 10> each,  van-
t^nime %, and subjects 3>. 
Another very in t er  est ingstudyrt a 
by t he in hich 
discover the obj e s  The most out-
school dramatics courses^ t h e  f o r ty-
standing objective f i fty-f ive rep-
two school ' f te sur^y! "" thi devclor-resented in the sur y» ecprecie-
cent of the iMtechn.icue of 
t ion of character,  o b : e c  
interpretation.  fol lowing oruer 
t ives were l t e t®?JL e e i .  t ion of the 
of importance; a •prec- e E l d  r o ise,  
theatre and ^fj^ship.  pres-nta-
voice end diction,  ci  ^ i y  programs, 
t ion of class appreciation of  
standards j-or c  j.  ^  phonetics,  
human nature and li-e, enu _ 
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DRAI.IA IN THE HIGH SCHOOL1 
Kenneth Ma ago wan in his booklet gives excerpts from sev 
eral surveys which are of interest.  
California is easily the most active state in 
pronortion to population In 1929, 93A of 
the" schools answering a questionnaire reported, 
courses in dramatics. Yet even with the attention 
that California now gives to the subject, ,  she can­
not take care of all  the students wishing to elect 
such study.. 
The extent of high school dramatics all  over the 
country may be gauged from miss Evans* thesis, A 
Prelimi nary Study of Play Production _in t_he S_econd-
ary Schools. I-liss Evans sent a questionnaire to^ 
2S^8""high schools, about one-tenth the total number 
in the United States. She got replies from 927, 
almost 45io. The enrollment in these schools ranged 
from 78 to 6,500...  
Questionnaires sent 20SS 
P pQfi *52 O'/o Schools offering courses 
with dramatic clubs 567 61.1g 
n '» only occasional plays ^02 21. /  
« «t n o  dramatic work 12 
Miss Evans* questionnaire of 50 schools^maintain-
ing courses shows that the ^ours t^a t  the average 
for an average of five years, an ~ l s  t h e  courses 
enrollment is 55 students. In - - required 
are elective, in 5 they are a part or tne 
work. Almost a third of the sen ac ting of course 
for the v/ork done in rehearsa 1 " o r t  that colleges 
clays out of class hours, and 24 renor a  f Q l l  
give entrance credit for a c 1 l o o ls, a lielf-year 
year course is offered in 21 * hn nig rive more 
course in 18. The rest e  courses arid the 
work. The content of the drt-matic c Q u r s e s  m a y  be 
work of the same sort done in _ "w i n v T  the number 
judged from the fo l l o w i?S t i c  subjects: 
of schools covering varioiw a -
i  • tw High School* Samuel 
Kenneth Macgowan, Ur asm i  n » n -  a -
F r e n c h ,  K e w  Y o r k ,  x i . d .  o / ,  >  
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Treated Inciden­ Treated 
Subject  
in tal  to in eti ;  ier  
course course courses Tot el  
Voice training 24 8 10 42 
Characterization 32 3 3 38 
Pronunciation 20 10 7 37 
i leking of scenery 16 7 11 34 
History 25 2 6 33 
Makeup .26 4 3 33 
Stage l ighting 18 6 6 30 
Costume making 14 3 10 (sic)29 
Playwrit ing and 
construction 20 2 5 27 
Dramatization 
of stories 17 3 2 22 
R. C. Hunter,  of Ohio tfesleyan, in a survey which 
he made for his university and the Drama League of 
America in 1927, covered,  among other matters,  the 
opinions of 386 schools on the effect of school oleys 
— rather than dramatic teaching --  on the players,  
the school i tself ,  and the community.  The verdict  
was around 90 c /o good. Only 2% reported a bad effect  
on the community, only 6> on the school, end only 7£> 
on the players,  and the general  impression was that  
only the play that  was separated from class instruc­
t ion created undesirable results .  
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SURVEY OF DRAMATICS IU TiSE HIS:-: 5CHOGLS OF CALIFCRiriA. 
Tour co-operation in this survey will be greatly appreciated. The results will 
It filed with the State Department of Education and published in the V.ay issue of 
•Theatre and School" the official publication of the California Drama Teachers' 
Association and Oral Arts Association. 
SAME OF SCHOOL? TOUT? 
Enrollment of school? Enrollment in English classes? 
Enrollment in Speech classes? Enrollment in Drama classes? 
1. Is Dramatics taught in Speech Classes? In English classes? _ 
2. Is it an extra-curricular activity? 
3. Is Playwriting a part of the English Course? Of Speech Course? 
4. Does the course include the actual production of plays? 
5. Are plays given for the public? For students only? For class only?. 
6. Are plays written by students given for the public?— For students only?— 
For class only?^ 
7. If Dramatics is a part of a course, for how many semesters is it given? 
8. What credit is given for a semester's work? 
9. Do you consider the results to the individual worth the effort required 
produce a play before an audience? — 
10. Do you consider Playwriting valuable as motivation for Composition In the Senior 
High School? - In the Junior High School?^ 
11. Do you think that the production of plays written by students may advantage y^ 
supplant professional plays of inferior worth? .— — — 
12. Do you consider such supplanting desirable? .—- ~ ~ 
a ---hnrtl "Little Theatre," and the 13. Do you believe that the maintenance of a school L in furthering 
presentation of plays to the ouhlic, is outually advantageous 
better relations between school and public? — 
14. Will you please rate the relative importance, in your Theatre?" 
.ives in selecting plays to be given before e p 
( U s e  " G r e a t e s t , "  " L e s s . l a i r d s  —  l ^ t a n c 6 *  
(a) Plays of serious inport with high drama c s ^aaatic standards 
(b) Plays to please the public and students 
importance. . 3 _ importance. 
(c) Plays conpromising between tne above two 
15. Remarks: 
t 4-via survey comprehensive, 
[ Thanking you sincerely for your pronpt help in I3a- ng 
\ yours truly. 
| MUSA EVANS DAVIS. (Mrs.) 
I 215 West Highland Avenue 
